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FOREWORD

THIS BULLETIN, the fourth in an annual series, pre-
Bents a brief description of research projects that have

been initiated with support, from the Cooperative Research
Program of the U.S. Office of Education. Most of the proj-
ects were contracted in fiscal year 1960. However, descrip-
tions of projects which were recommended for support in
May 1960 but which were not contracted until fiscal year
1961 are incorporated to eliminate unnecessary delays in the
reporting of currant` research. Each description presents a
statement of the problem, the major objectives, and the pro-
cedures to be followed. The name and title of the investiga-
tor, the name of the contracting institOion, the propct num-
ber, the duration of the project, and the stalling. and com-
pletion dates are included.

Except for the descriptions, the Program has little infor-
mation available on each study during the course of the
research. In some instances, the investigators may be able
to provide information to interested persons. When studies
are completed, the moults are made available as described
in the introduction to this report.

JOHN G. LORIN; Acting Assistant
Commissioner for Research,

DAVID L CLARK, Director
Cooperative Research Brandt
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Cooperative Research Projects

Fiscal 1960

INTRODUCTION

FISCAL YEAR 1960 (July 1, 1959-June 30, 1960) marks the
fourth year of operation for the Cooperative Research Program.

The Program was initiated under Public Law 531, which was enacted
in 19M by the 83d Congress. The law authorizes the U.S. Commis-
sioner of Education ". . to enter into contracts or jointly financed
cooperative aryangements with universities and colleges and State
educational agencies for the conduct of research, surveys, and demon-
strations in the field of education."

To carry out the intent of the law, the Cooperative Research Pro=
gram entertains applications for the support of research projects
related to education. More than 1,2001 such applications have been
submitted since the beginning of the Program ; 372 of them have
been recommended for support by an advisory committee and ap-
proved by the Commissioner of Education. From the tabulation
below, in which the number of proposals reviewed by the Research
Advisory Committee and the number and the percent approved are

Number of

=ed
Proposair approved

Number

1957
1958
1959
1960

TOTA L

316 108
_173 50
2T9 86
321 82

1, 089 326

34
29
31
26

-.mimosa

30

* These numben difter from the totals in the chart because they include proposals
submitted in fiscal year 1981.

1
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listed by fiscal year, it is clear that the number of proposals submitted
has shown a gradual increase each year and the percentage Ipproved
has remained about, the same from year to year.

Congress has appropriated over $12 million to support the projects.
These appropriations are presented by fiscal year in the following
tabulation.

FiRcat year
/957
1958
1959
1900
1961

Appropriation
(million° of dollars)

_ 1. 1
2.2
2. 7
3. 2
3.4

ToTAL 12.6

Including the funds needed to complete the approved projects in
subsequent years, the Federal investment exceeds $16 million. Theaverage Federal expenditure per project has been approximately
$40,000, although the cost of individual projects ranges from less than
$1,000 to over $1 million. An additional sum of over $9 million hasbeen contributed by the colleges, universities, and State education
departments for this research.

The 372 projects approved to date are located at 104 colleges and
universities and 16 State educational agencies in 44 States, the District
of Columbia, Guam, and Puerto Rico. The Program has supported
projects dealing with a wide range of problems at all levels of educa-tion and has encouraged the participation of a number of disciplines.In addition to education, psychology, sociology, anthropology, politi-
cal science, economics, history, statistics, and other fields are
represented.

Of the 321 applications for the support of research projects sub-
mitted to the Cooperative Research Program in fiscal year 1960, 82
were recommended for approval by the Research Advisory Commit-
tee at meetings in November, February, and May. Although $3.2
million was aTailable for fiscal year 1960, about $1.8 million of this
amount was needed to continue studies begun in previous years; the
remaining $1.4 million was used to initiate new research.

In order to obtain the advice and recommendations of educational
research specialists before entering into a contract for research, the
Commissioner of Education has established the Research Advisory
Committee to evaluate the proposals submitted to the Program. The
committee is composed of nine outstanding educators and researchers
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who are not on the staff of the Office of Education. Committee mem-
bers are chosen from a number of disciplines and types of educational
organizations in order that they might contribute their specialized
knowledge to the discussion of the proposals. Each member is asked
to serve for a 3-year term; the terms are staggered so t,hat, three mem-
bers leave and three new members join the committee ea,ch year. The
present 2 members are

-.4

WARREN FINDLEY, assistant superintendent of schools, Atlanta, Georgia
JOILN H. FiscitEn, dean, Teachers College, Columbia University
Eau) F. GARDNKR, professor of education, Syracuse University
EvERE--rr C. Humus, professor of sociology, University of Chicago
DAVID It. KRATHWOHL, professor and research coordinator, Michigan State

University.
HARRY LE I1 professor of psychology, Cornell University
HENRY J. ono, graduate professor of elementary administration, University

of Texas
Dawes STUTT, dean, College of Liberal Arts, State University of Iowa
LLOYD TRUMP, associate secretary, National Association of Secondary School

Principals, National Education Association

Each committee member reviews the proposals submitted to the
Program on the basis of a number of criteria under the following four
headinp

1. The significance of the problem for education.
2. The adequacy of the research design.
3. The personnel and facilities available to conduct the research.
4. The economic efficiency of the project ( whether the probable results seem

to justify the ccmt).

The committee members independently rate the proposalsand then
discuss them as a committee before deciding which proposals to
recommend to the Commissioner for support. After proposals are
approved by the Commissioner, the Cooperative Research Program
staff members negotiate contracts with the appropriate college, uni-
versity, or State Klucation department.

The dissemination of the findings of research supported by the Pro-
gram is carried out in a number of ways. A summary of each final
report of a coinpleteti cooperative research project is available free of
char from the Cooperative Research Program.

The Office of Education publishes- monographs based upon research
supported by the Program. These monographs either desoribe the
findings and implications of single studies or integrate the results of
two or more projmts in the same problem are Single copies of the

*Erie Gardner, David Kratbwohl, and Lloyd Trump Joined the Committee in fiscal year
1961. They replaced rinis Engleman. Chester Harris, and Ralph Tyler, who served on
the Committzo durin fiscal years 1958, 1959, and 1960.
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monographs are available without charge from the Publications In-quiry Section, U.S. Office of Education, Washington 25, D.C., andmultiple copies are sold by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D.C.

The final reports themselves are not distributed directly by the
Cooperative Research Program. However, the Program does providefor the Documents Expediting Project of the Library of CongmR3 65
copies of each approved final report for distribution to the university
and public libraries subscribing to this service. Any library mayobtain a copy of the reports on interlibrary loan from the repmitory
libraries.
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STUDENcS

Effects of Special Training on the Achievement and
l'iturnew of Gifted Children

ProblemThis study continues the work of projects 428 and 614
in developing and evaluating an administratively practical, special
eduction program for intellectually gifted pupils in sparsely popu-
lateli areas.

Major objevtive4.The objectives include: (1) Establishing an 8
weia summer prow= to which intellectually gifted children may
be transported from grounding areas, (2) constructing a curriculum
and developing additional curricular materialslor a summer program,
(3) devising methods for preparing teachers to teach in such a pro-
gram, (4) developing methods for educating parents of gifted chil-
dren in such a program, and (5) evaluating the outcomes of the
program.

Procedures. The achievanent and adjustment of 60 fifth-grade
children participating in an 8-week summer program will be com-
pared with the achievement and adjustment of two other groups of
60 fifth-grade children each from the same schools. One of these
Sher groups will know that they have been identified as having the
intellectual requirement for possible inclusion in the program but
were not chosen in the random selection of subjects. The third group
will not know that they have been identified as related to the program_
in any way. The curriculum, methods for preparing teachers, and
methods for educating parents have been developed and will be revised
on the basis of information obtained from the earlier studies. The
Hemon-Nelson Tests of Meatal Ability will constitute the measure
of giftedness. Achievement will be measured by the Iowa Teste of
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Basic Skills, Iowa Tests of Educational Development, and the Stan-
ford Achievement Tests, and adjustment by the SRA. Junior Inven-
tory, What I Like To Do Inventory, and the Child Study Security
Test. Analysis of variance will be used to test the significance of
differences between achievement and adjustment means for the three
treatment groups.
N.ELLIE HAMPTON, Professor of Education, Project No. 923.

Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Duration : 1 year, 8 months.
Falls, Iowa. May 1K-a-january 198`L.

The Discovery and Guidance of Superior Students

Problem.In this project thrm related studies deal with the dis,-
covery, the characteristics, and the development of superior students.

Major objective8.The objectives are (1) to determine the extent
to which the administration of an oral problem-solving test will add
enough independent data to the obtained by more conventional
means to warrant its use in the discovery and guidance of suivrior
students, (2) to ascertain the value of using personal documents in
analyzing the motivation of superior students, and (3) to investigate
the relative effectiveness of actuarial and clinical methods in predict-
ing the post-high school performances of such students.

Procedures. --The first study will use a stratifivi random sample
of 400 high school freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors selected
by their schools to be sent to the Research and Guidance Laboratory
of the University of Wisconsin. Each student will be required to
solve 12 problems orally in the presence of one researcher, with a
second researcher observing the student through a 1-way vision screen
and listening to his performance while it is being taped. The data
analysis will relate the total oral problem-solving %sores to the scores
obtained on the School and College Ability Test, sections of the
Differential Aptitude Test, and the Terman Concept Mastery Test.
A content analysis of the tared responses will be made to reveal how
a student proceeds in solving a problem. In the second study the
sample will consist of 200 students who were first sent to the laboratory
as ninth graders in 1957-58 and who have written mays in ninth,
tenth, and eleventh grade and will write another as high school seniors.
The investigator will analyze thew mays using categories such as
adults, siblings, peers, religion, community offerings, schools and
teachers, and perception of felf to determine whaher or not =Alva-
tional forces which operate to produm high academic achievement
can be identified. In the third study 56 subjects who first came to
.
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the laboratory as ninth graders and who will graduate from high
school in June 1960 will be used as a sample to establish procedures
for evaluating success in college (a high percentage of the 56 is
expected to attend college) . These procedures will be used to evalu-
ate students who will be graduating in later years. In addition to
gr.ade-point averages, the criteria for evaluating college success will
include modifications of procedures used in the Eight-Year Study to
prmit the collection of data on intellectual competence, cultural de-
velopment, practical competence, personal goal patterns, and vial
fitnegs.

JOHN ROTHNZY, Prof _c-0,,w of Education Project No. 932.
Duration: 2 year.
August 1900-July 19-M.

University of Wiwonsin, Madison, Win.

ba-Provea School Adjustmend of Underachieving
Gifted Fifth Graders

Problem.This study seeks to provide information on how the
counselor's tYiehavior influences clients, on how clients influence each
other, and on the methods of detecting changes in clients.

Ma jar objectives.The objectives are (1) to compare the growth of
fifth graders who are counseled directly with that of pupils whose
parents only are counseled, (2) to compere the growth achieved by
parents and children who talk most about themselves in the counseling
sessions with the growth of parents and pupils who talk least about
themselves, and (3) to observe the effect of assigned client and coun-
selor roles on thet*havior of counselors and clients.

Proodures.The sample for this study will consist of 32 under-
achieving fifth graders, defined as pupils whose total IQ score on the
California Test of Mental Maturity is 125 or higher and whose grade-
point average for the second semester of the fourth grade is 3.50
(A=5.00) or less. The parents of these pupils will also be included
in the sample. The 32 pupils will be divided at random into two
grouRs. In one group only the children will be counseled; in the
other, only the parvnts. The clients will be counwled for a period
of from 8 to 12 weeks. Growth will be measured by such instruments
as the Iowa Every-Pupil Tit of Basic Skills, the Social Acceptance
Scale for Children, the Revised Behavior Inventory, the Picture Study
'rest and Baron's Ego-Strength Scale. Trained o rvers will note
the reactions of counselors and clients to a variety of amigned roles.
Mnui M. 014LSZN0 Protmort Ind C, Project No. a&

Pima, AiwxlaW Prof, Unimaity Duration 2 ytmral 1 month,
of Mad% Urbana, Ill. fttember 1M-September 188 .
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Productive Ea mking of Gifted Children

ProblemThis project attempts to identify the productive thoughtproms in intellectually gifted children within the cmathxt, of elart,,--vt-
room verbal activity a the junior high whool level and to therelationships betw__n the thought prm*mes and certain variablesthat may influence theme or*ration in the clwroom.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to measure productivethought processes of intellectually lifted children by classifying theirverbal interaction in the cla%room, (2) to relate the measures ofproductive thinking to standard measures of productive thinking, and(3) to correlate differences measured in the classroom verbal activitiesof children with meiL4ure{1 differences in their attitudes, 1f-concepts,and other variables related to intelltual pmductivity.
Procedure8.Approximately 125 to 150 intellectually gifted chil-dren enrolled in six class sections in two Illinois junior high schoolswill constitute the sample for this study. To obtain a sufficient amountand variety of verbal activity, approximately 60 class sessions in threemajor subject areas will be recorded on tape. The Gallagher-Aschner

classification system will be used to classify the taped inter ,ionsinto a number of categories, including cognitive memory, and con-
vergent, divergent, and evaluative-productive thought processes.Tests of ideational fluency, spontaneous flexibility, and mnsitivityto problems; tests of productive thinking; thcAnincy Semantic Dif-ferential Scale; and a sentence completion test will be administered.An analysis will be made of the total limber of responses and the
classifications of these responses for each child and each claes, the
relationships between occurrence of various types of thought proceswasin the clawroom, and scores on productive thinking tests and measuresof related variable&
JAMES J. GALLAGIIIII, Professor of Educa-

tion. University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.
Project No. 964.
Duration : 3 years.
August 1900-August 19a,

An Evaluation of a Model for Guidance Counseling

ProblemThis study will attempt to define and examine variablesrelated to counselorbehavior and clientcharacteristim
Major objectives.The objective is to determine whether a (min-gling procedure which is designed for a specific group of able under-

achievers will result in a significant improvement in their academic



performanm their orientation to school, their concept of elf, and
their perspeaive in goals and tasks beyond school.

Procaure.---A sample of 150 boys in grades 10, 11, and 12 will bp
wiected from a population of over 1,500 boys in Newton High School,
Newton, Xia;__ The selection will be bid upon the rear ion of
grade point averAp upon the School and College Ability Tests
(SCAT) . An expvriment41 and control group of 50 underachievers
e4ch and an additional control group of 50 high-achieving boys will
be equated &_s fir 3ible on the basis of (1) the proportion of
audents in grades 10, 11, and 12; and (2) the proportion of students
pursuing mch level in the college preparatory program. The socio-
cTonomic status ,the SCAT scores, and the magnitude of the under-
achiever deviation wore will also be comparable for each group. All
subjects will be AK1 through interviews and a battery of tests in-
cluding the WeAlhger Adult Intelligence Scale, Your Educational
Plan the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule, the Strong Vo-
cational In -Lterel3t Blank, the ALiport-Vernon Study of Values, and the
TftA of Imagination. From these asseEmnents an individual counsel-
ing stratep: will be formulated for each member of the experimental
group, and each one will be counseled once a week for five wee by

uate assistants from Harvard who will be traineA as counselors.
The par-enth of the experimental subjects will als13 be interviewed one
or more drum to achieve the treatment goals with each client Sub-
jects in the two control groups will not be counseled by the research
counselors but will have acmes to the usual school guidance services.
At the end of the counseling period all subjects will be assessed again
through interviews and the same battery of tests, and the groups will
be -compared on the stated variables.

RAYMOND CHAIM= RUMMM, Amistant Project No. 1.06T.
Psi sr of Ekluestion, Harrard Unt. Duration : 2 yearn, 2 months.
ve_reiq, Cambridge, M Augmt 19 '4Xti--&Ttanber 1962.

THE MENTALLY RETARDED

Principks for Programing Learning Materials in Self-
Instructional Devices for Mentally Retarded Children

Probient.--This study investigates the use of self-instructional des
vices in the education of mentally retarded children.

Major objectives.--The objectives are to determine whether retarded
children (1) learn fader and remember better by the prompting or by
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the anticipation method ; (2) learn faster with materials programed
according to the minimum-change or the maximum-change principle;
(3) learn faster with materials that are programed according to the
class-descriptive-features principle or the object-component principle
(4) learn faster with mitterials that are programed in the stquence :
many-to-one followed by one-to-many, or in the Feql10311Ce B: one-to-
many followed by many-to--one.

Procedures.--The subjects will be children in attendance in the same
special class for etiucable mentally handicapped. Each child will u
a self-instructional device at a specific time and for a definite period
of time. The child's task in learning a sight vocabulary, for example,
is to select one of two word-picture combinations. When he does this
he pushes a toggle switch beside his ehoice. The machine automatically
programs the events for the child, depending upon the correctness of
his choice and whether or not he is working under the prompting or
the confirmation program. If his resporme is coat the machine
exposes a new word to be learned if it is incorrect, the machine repeats

. the beginning of the sequence designed to teach that word. Compari-
sons will be made of learning and retention score&

Spelling programs will he compared using the minimum change and
maximum change principles. A "vanishing" technique will be used
with the child seeing less and le of the words with each prenthtion
thus greater dependence upon mall will be built into the progTams.
Eventually the child will have to supply all lettem from memory.
Concept learning will be studied with the aid of (a) the cia.%-descrip-
tive-features and object-component principles, and (b) the many-to-
one followed by one-to-many sequence and the one-to-many followeti
by the many-to-one Rmuence. The primary statistic will be the Ftest
and, when appropriate, separate means will be compared. When
necessary, as indicated by tests of homogeneity,.. the raw sores wiii be
transformed so as to make a parametric analysis possible.
LAvramaz M. EtroLuaow, Professor of 1)sy- Project No. 061.

chology, University of Illinois, Urbana, Duration : 2 years, 4 months.
July 1Kit)--November 1961.

Inductive Concept Formation in Normal and Retarded Subjects

Ptobletn.--The purpose of this study is to compare normal and re-tarded subjects on discriminative problems requiring clawificatoTyand relational solutions.
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Major objm. yes. The objectives are (1) to explore and delineate
the variables which influence concept formation and (2) to compare
concept formation in normal and subnormal populations.

Proced_ure4.---A group of normal children (agw 8-44), a group of
re,arded children (aires 10-18), and a group of normal adults (college
students) will be studied under a number of conditions of learning and
problem &Axing. In the first of two s-uhstudiw--- three different ty
of problems will be pruse...ntM.with variations in complexity, avitract-
ne, and at entional value of the stimulus elements. Four different
re-spon categori (direct and indirwt, manual and verbal) and two
reinfomernent schedules (60 percent and 100 pem-t_ent) will be usecl.
In the w_7ond suL-Gtudy, subjects will be pmcvnted with eight relational
problems and four arrangements of classificatory problems, using
valuelez token 8E la means of reinforcement. Measur of the rate of
learning and the uency of errors will be used to differentiate the
gmup3.

CLA TIDE B. ELAm, Psychology Department, Project No. 833.
Adjunct ri-r-orez-=wr, Toxam Christia_n Duration : 1 year, 6 months.

January 1K0-July 1961.Univer-aity, Fort 17-orth, Tex.

Studies of the Effects of Systemati47 Varieuions of Certain Conditions
Related to Learning (11---Conditions of Practice)

ProblemThis study attempts to evaluate the relative importance
and contribution of certain accepted conditions of learning.

Major objective.The objective is to determine the effect of sys-
matic variations of the conditions of practice on the learning per-

formance of mentally retarded, normal, and gifted subjects.
Procedure-s.Fofty-eight intellectually superior subjects (IQ 120

or higher), 48 normal subjects (Do--110 IQ) and 48 mentally handi-
cappeti subjects (54-80 IQ) will constitute the sample of this study,
which is a continuation of the work begun under project 470. The
subjects will be randomly assigned to learn material by the whole
method or the pure-part method and by massed practice or distributed
practice. They will also be randomly assigned to use four different
recitation approaches. Four equated forms of each of two tasks,
one involving logically related material and the other involving non-
logically related material, will be employed in the recitation.
KATIMIN A. MAK; Amistant Profmor Project No. 69l5.

of Special Education, University of Duration: 1 fir, 10 months.
Gevrgiat Athena, GA. September 1959-June 1961.

59200-41-1
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Reisx hip)1etuwen Perception aati
Ln the Mew-any Retarded

Probleta.---This
-urban in merit-J. y retai-ded children interfem with their abilityto profit from

detzrmine whether ner to al

ion.
Major objective_8.--The objectives are k to determine the rt-a-tionship 't,ween the visualivreeptual abilit and the rote learning,dirimination learning, concept formation, re ention and t ansferabilities of children with varying defir-ei: of visual and auditory per-ceptual disability under two conditions of auditory and visu l dis-traction, and (2) to compare the rote learning, discriminationlearning, retention, and transfer abilities of exogenous children withdefined visual and auditory perperceptual di bil iti with a comparablegroup of endognous child ,An with no define(' visual and auditoryperceptual disabilitim

Procaurel.Two groups of public school children each containingapproximately 30 mentally handicapped children from kbout 7-12years of ag-e, will mnstitute tive sample. The one group will consistof exogenous children with visual and auditory permptual disabilityas measured by tests atch as the Syracuse Visual Figure BackgroundTwt and the SelLshore Timbre T The second group will be corn-poseil of endogenous children with no perceptual disability indicates.Each group of children will be split in random order, and one-halfof each will be administered learning tasks with visual and auditorydistractions at a minimum, while the other half of each group will be
administered the tasks under conditions of controlled visual and audi-tory distraction. The proczttc._ for the subgrouRs.will be reverwl at alater date with equated learning tasks. One week after each adminis-tration of the learning tasks recognition and rill of aerialand paired-associate learning materials will be given.
G. Oavnam Joirirsort, Pm.few43r of &Inca- Projtbzt No. W.ton. end MArrErw TvgiyEst Associate Duration: 2 yftra, 5 montUiProfessor of Education Syracuse Uni- Septernir 1900--Januaryverity, Syracus N.Y.

A Comparison of Especial Designed Art Activities With T
tional Art Activities Used With Mentally Retarded Children, and
Youth

ProblemThis Judy attempts to determine, whether mentallyretaisded children prefer art activities which have been spixificallydesigned to meet their needs to the more traditional art activities.
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lityr obtlete objectivffi are (1) to evaluate the extent to
which the pr&ict ed order of preference for art activities and teaching
procedures agrtva-s with the empirically determined preference for the
same activities and pr lures after they have been use4l in an experi-
mental protean, and 2 to t st. whether or not an experiTnental art
pmgram will modify sip nificantly the development of general motor

ills academic achievement, and vial behavior.
Prosea -re4 The u y includes a total of 13 special claA4ks in the

elementary, junior ii_wnior high seh(x)ls of Arlington (_1(mnty,
Va. New art programs will be initiated in e peri mental elate, and
traditional prog-rams will be conducted in sip, e rol clas. Data
for comparing the groups will be obtained from anecdotal rwords of
behavioral reaction._ independent judgments of the art products;
preference questionnaires grads in all subjects testtom= results from
mental maturity and achievement teAs; teacher evaluations of student
growth behavior, a d intereA ; and other measures.
Jr-AN R. IirP-i_r-n, Coordinator of Special Project No. .,-,...,.--y)

Mucadon University of Maryland, Duration: I year, 4 mu nthrs.
College Park, Md. June 1ik:*--4 pteniLwr 19k31.

Sys Var i -n o Certa Co, Ltions Related to Learning in
Wally Retarded. Rein orcement

Probkm.--This investigation extends the work o an earlier coopera-
tive r-_-e-arch project (470) by comparing the motivational charac-
teriaie9 and learning performance of a map of institutionalizA
mentally retardeti. children with groups of bright, normal, and men-
tally r-etartied noninEtitutionalized subjees.

Majar objective8.----The objectives are (1) to determine the effect
of sykanatic variations in the conditions of reinforra,ment on the
learning performance and motivational charscteristics of institu-
tionalized mentally handicapped subjects and (2) to compare the
learning performmm and motivational characteristicA of the ins&
tutionalind subjects with the learning performance and motivational
characteristics of noninstitutionalized mentally handicapped, intelleo-
Wally normal, and intellectually superior student&

Promditms.Data on the noninstitutionalized subjects has already
been obtained from the earlier study. Exactly the same procedures
will be followed in obtaining data from 96 institutionalized mentally
retarded subjects with mental ages ranging from 8 years, 6 mantle
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through 11 years, 6 months. Both verbal and nonverbal responses
will be obtained from each subject on tasks designed to measure dis-
crimination learning, rote learning, and concept formation. The mo-
tivational characteristics will be measured by a level of aspiration
technique in which the subject is required to make estimates of his
subsequent performance after his previous performance has been
described to him. Level of aspiration is reflected in the discrepancy
between the subject's performance on a trial and his predicted (by
him) performance.
Louie A. FIZEIMXIN Associate Professor of giraject Na 882.

Special Education, Syracuse University, Duration: 1 year.
Syracuse, N.Y. June 1900-11.ay 19(11.

The Effects of Listening Training Qn the Auditory' Thresholds
of Mentally Retarded Children

ProblemThis study investigates the effects of listening training
on the auditory thresholds of mentally retarded children.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to determine whether
a battery of hearing testetan be used to obtain reliable and valid
hearing thresholds from a large group of mentally retarded children,
(2) to ascertain whether or not the losses indicated in initial hearing
examinations are due to inability to receive sound, perceive sound, or
both, and (3) to assess the effects of a listening training on the re-
sponsiveness of mentally retarded children to standardized audio-
metric testa

Procedures.--.-All of the approximately 850 residents of the West
Virginia Training School at St. Mary's will receive a purettee audio-
metric sweep test; any who; demonstrate hearing thresholds of 80 db.
or greater at two or more frequencies in either ear or who do not
respond to testing, will fornti a group which will receive additional
testing and listening practice. It is expected that this group will
number 75 children. Thirty hours of listening training will be ad-
ministered individually to each subject, using monaural and binaural
amplification under earphones. After the training the battery of tests
will be readministered and the results of the pre- and post-traWng
tests will be compared.
BIWA= SCIELLIGES, Director of the Project Na M.

speech and Hearing Clinic, West Vir- Duration: 1 year, 3 months.
ginia University, Morgantown, W. Va. June 194-8epteenber 1961.
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The Physically Handicapped

An Experimental Intestigation of the Effects of Institutionalization
on the Psychoeducaiional Development of Children With
paired Hearing

A ttir

Problern.---This study investigates the effects of institutionalization
on the psychoeducational development of deaf children.

Major objectivea.The objective is to determine whether residential
audents in institutions for the deaf perform at a lower level on
measure*of academic achievement, social maturity, and communica-
tion ability than a similar group of children who are day students at
the same institution&

Pr000dures.--Selectet1 aspects of the performance of a sample of
150 residential students and 150 day students of 15 institutions edu-
cating deaf children will be measured to provide a comparison of
residential versus day students. Intelligence and socioeconomic status
will be controlled itatistically ; the sample selection will be based
upon chronological age, degree, of hearing loss, age of onset of hearing
loss, and physical impairments other than hearing foes. Educational
achievement, social maturity, and ability to communicate in the Eng-
lish language will serve as measures of performance in comparing
the experimental and control groups.
811711:11= P. QUIGLEY, Associate Professor Project No..685.

of Psychology, Gallautlet College, Wash- Duration : 2 years.
ington, D.C. July 1959-June 1961.

The Role of Nonverbal Symbols in the

Education of the Deaf

Problems. This study attempts to find a means of enabling the deaf
child to communicate with others during the years of infancy and
early childhood.

Major objectives.----The objectives are (1)' to provide information
that will lead to improvement in the mental, emotional, and social
development of the deaf child; and (2) to investigate experimentally
the effect of nonverbal symbol communication on the social develop-
ment of the child.
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Pr000dures.A pool of 400 test items has been developed and ad-
ministered to a group of 2,000 high school students in the Ann Arbor
area. Through item analysis, 200 items ill be selected and cross-
checked for internal consistency with an additional sample of students.
From the 100 most discriminative items, Eeteral alternative forms of
a creativity test will be developed. The criterion validity of the test
will be obtained by correlating the test scores with the ratings of
individuals on tasks requiring creative performance. The construct
validity will be determined by cxymparing high scores and low scores
n as many disparate dimensions as possible. The test will also be

correlated with Guilford's creativity bati'ary. If both the criterion
and the construct validity of the tesf are prmnising, a ntunber of sub-
studies of high and low creatives will be conducted to explore the
relationship between leveht of creative talent and the general effective-
ness of creative functioning as indicated by variables such as speed of
&oxidation, cognitive style, peneverance in tasks, social pressures
toward conformity, maim) of the feather to the creative student, and
related variables. The data obtained will be tiled to modify a theory
of creative thinking.
litairnA T. Minima, Research Associate, Project No.107&

Institute for Social Research sad BAsig- Duration: 3 years.
onr MICDNICIE, Assistant Professor of August 1980-August1988.
Psychology, University d Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Differential Cognitive Abilities

Problem. This project explores the nature of the functions that
underlie an imbalance in children's mental abilities.

Major objeotive.--The objectives are (1) to identify the personality
traits associated with different patterns of cognitive functioning and
(2) to discover some of the perceptual tendencies which mediate be-
tween personality traits and cognitive abilities.

Procedures:aOno thousand fifth-grade children will be adminis-
tered the Thurstone Primary Mental Abilities Test; six groups of 20
children each will be chosen for the sample on the basis of their scores
(high, medium, and low) on the verbal, space, and number sections of
this instrument The six groups will be similar on general intelli-
gence scores. Measures of personality will be obtained from (1) rat-
ings by teachers; (2) sociometric devices, such as the Peer Nomins.
lions Inventory, which provides nuisancee of aggression, dependency,
and withdrawal; and (8) self-report quettionnaires. Movie etpumes
dealing with various kinds of subject matter, some with affectivay
loaded interpersonal situations and some dealing with nonptirsonal



subjects, and auditory devices which exposed the subject to a delayed
auditory feeder of his own speech will be used to obtain measures
of differential sensitivity to a range of cues.
ELSANGS E. MAMMY, Associate Professor

of Psychology and Lucy RAu, Aisistant
Profewsor a Psychology, Stanford Uni-
versity, Stanford, Calif.

Project No. 1040.
Duration 2 years, 1 month.
September 1900-8eptember 1962.

Prediction and Untierstanding of the Effect of Children's Literests
on School Perforrnart

ProblemThis study seeks to predict school performance from
objective interest and motivation measure&

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to describe the basic mo-
tivation structure in children ; and (2) to determine whether the
variance in school performance accounted for by interest tests is in
addition to that associated with abilities and general personality
dimensions.

Promdure4.One hundred and fifty boys and an equal number of
girli aged 10 years will form the sample. The children will be ad-
ministered an interelt, a primary ability, and a personality battery
of tests and at the one time records will be obtained of academic
achievement and school performance, including social adjustment.
A factor analysis of the interest test components will be made, and
the ability, personality, and interest test scores will be correlated with
the performance measures and with each other.
RaMIOND B. CATTELL. Research Professor Project No. 701.

in Psychology, University of Illinois, Duratice : 2 years.
Urbana, Ill. September 1KA--Attgust 1961.

Leisure Activities and Interests of Teenage Youth

ProblemThis project inventories the leisure activities of youth in
an effort to determine how goals and values are formed and choices
regarding leisure activities are made.

Major objectives.--The objectives are (1) to assemble data concern-
ing the leisure activities of youth which will be useful to school systems
and other agencies and (2) to asvtain to what extent the leisure
activities and interests of teenage youth are determined by their asso-
ciation with formal and informal groups.

Proesdurea.---A brief form of an extgesive qmstionnaire on leisure
activities will be administered to nearly all students in grades 8 through
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12 in tFze Wahinton I1f The content will be divided among

fr:1:r
setof quetions,each t filling about thne iaires. Eah student

wzll receive a random combtnt1oi o Lwo or nce rour set1s or mes
tions and will also be asked th fill out a 1pae dlata gheet caIliri for

information on area residenee ae x, grade leveL cultural level of

parent& educational ;1ans, of a ear, spendingmone'r avai1abe per

week, socIal part1(1paion anu sehcc4 Et=and1ng. J rorn these uat. Dasic

tahi1ations will be iiiade for ithcut T types of are*- bas&Ti jrjn wcjo
derte tDT ufli7:atin and oI 1thiiro=tirne

facziites & ne uibujation win tw TUrthr ejfriizviaei ntc iwe couia

tion groupings Scores or indexes will be computed orz tie basis of

perci-ntage of youth participating frequency oi participation, and

interest in participation [he findings will be validat8d by a xst
study interview of a arnpie of 300 of the student;:.

HAROLD (J. Heiii Ikrarfment roiect N 748.

of S0eJOIOKL Tdnlversity or 41aryZamL liluration : I yiar I month.

college Parke Md MIflbCr i5icewber liW

g I- rI c
!rieasiueinent or Lunoswv uz Lem:izicry x1iooL Lrz=zUzren

Probkin.--TIils study seeks th explore the po&i}:iiity cf deve1opii

irhqtnlments or techniques to measure the curiosity cf elementary hoo1

childreTL

Major obi'eetive. Fhe &iective is to determine w1iich of a nun.ber

of paper-andpenciI test itnm will be most likely to yield a valid

me&siire of curiosity

F1:oeedLres::- f. f It!;flifl wi!l bt.

developed and tried out1 in live int-uediak. eienieru*ry cias i nte
s,iii include preferrtdbehavior it-ems, hiddenpicthr-itzna. firuIing
tneanswer items, sviry sausfacuon items memory
story i tenis, eutions-ano1 SeekIng information itin; breadthof-
information itcn, attitttdoticiir4curiosity itpn arid othr. The
usable itern vi1i beeore part of a prelmixiar tt form which vill be

adnhiniffred to fiveintrmMiat, clae& The reliability of the inELFU

merits w1I be cuatd by iipjroprate methods and the criterift for

a validity check will ccsit of teacher peer, and selfjudgiitent& Aftr
the validity and reliability roefficienth have been determined arid the
item Elnalyses have bn prf'rmed a more re&n&I instrainent. will be

developed and administered to 25 additona1 intermediate cla&

WALL& IL M&w, A*oette P,few Project No &il.
SchoI of hieation, University of L)t;Ia Duration : 2 iar

ware N.wark DeL and Jut W. Miw, Jamniy I1December 1901.
Lecturer hi Fducaflon. Bryn hiawr OI
Iege Itryii Mawr, Pa.

:
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"mrn"
, u f taking fami1

backgrcmnd nct agmate ac-pt&ice into account iu manageu rotip

irig, (3) Ln provide piram consukants and a t-r:fEiona1 r:unc;-r
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to measure attitude differences between experienced teachers and stu-
dent teachers and will be administered to both groups before and after
the student teachers complete their student teaching.
LAtnursat ImulAcoorri, Assistant Prato- Project No. 1026.

sor of Education and EIVICZY WAMEN Duration: 1 year, 5 months.
Eitrrrom, Instructor, Graduate Institute September 1960-January 19Q'l.of Education, Washington University,
St Louis, Mo.

A Research-Grunted Elementary Teaching Program

ProblemsThis project attempts, to determine the extent to which
a rational, systematic approach to teething can be fostered in teachers
through a special student teaching experience that emphasizes an ex-
perimental, research-oriented approach to the problems of teaching.

Major objective.The objective is to compare students in a research-
oriented student teaching program with students who are in a more
traditional student teaching program on the basis of research knowl-
edge, attitudes toward children, ability to analyze problems logically,
ability to make decisions, critical thinking, and related measures.

Procedusys.A group of 83 superior senior elementary education
majors will be identified through grade-point averages, scores on the
College Qualification Test, and rankings by instructors. These stu-
dents will be randomly assigned to an experiAlental group and two
control groups.. The members of the experimental group will spend
one-half of each school day in a student teaching experience, and
during& part of this time they will serve u research assistants to their
cooperating teachers. Ift the latter role, they will identify, design, and
carry out :research project in the classroom. Their half-day college
program will include a research activity also. The two control g&oups
will be given variations of a more conventional student teaching pro-
gram. Data will be gathered on t4e groups in the areas of (1)
research understanding, attitudes and activity ; (2) status and growth
of problem solving, critical thinking and/or analytical ability related
to teaching situations; and (3) status in selected personality, valuelk,
and knowledge dinlimsions. Cognitive and attitude inventories de-
veloped at the University of Illinois will be used to assess knowledge
of and attitude toward research. Research activity will be) assessed
through interviews. Thinking will be measured by the Watson-Glaser
Critical Thinking Test, some of Guilford's measures, Buswell's general
problem solving tees, and through a content analysis of ured
interviews. Persmality Mil be assessed through the Ediards Par-
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sonal Preference Schedule, the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of
Values, the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory, and similar instru-
ments. The three groups will be compared on the basis of the
measures described above.
Gram W. DErithwuc, Dean, School of Project No. 1091.

Education, University of Wisconsin, Duration : 3 years.
Milwaukee, Wis. September 1900-August 1963.

THE1ROLE OF TEACHERS

The Schoolteacher: Social Values, Community Role,
and Professional SelfImage

Problem.This study will attempt to assess the effects of initial
commitment to teaching, the influences of peer groups and professors
during undergraduate education, and the social experiences of teach-
ers on the professional self-images of teachers.

Major objective8.The objectives are (1) to identify a hard core
of dedicated professionals among teachers and to discover the basic
values which make up their professional self-image, (2) to measure
the commitment of other teachers to the values, and (3) to ascer-
tain correlates of these values by examining the profe,ssionalization
process from the time of career choice to the job and community be-
havior of veteran teachers.

Proosdures.--On the basis of a pilot study in various types of
schools, questionnaires will be designed and administered to education
majors in all 4-year white and Negro colleges and universities in
North Carolina which agree to cooperate, to samples of students
majoring in other fields in these institutions for comparison with
education majors, and to approximately 5,000 white and Negro school
teachers in North Carolina and in one or two metropolitan areas out-
side North Carolina. Data will cover initial career orientation, under-
graduate experiences, on-the-job experiences, off-the-job influences
affecting teachers' professional self-images (independent variables),
and values and beliefs of education majors and teachers pertinent
to the teaching role (dependent variable) . Also 200 or more follow-
up interviews will be administered to check the accuracy of responses,
to probe into areas where probing seems desirable, and to sample the
attitudes of nonreepondents so as to assess the bias due to nonresponse
to questionnaires.
RumeAsa L. encrsow, Assistant Professor Project No. 906.

of Sociology. University of North Caro- Duration : 4 years, 5 months.
lin*, Chapel Hill, N.C. May 1960-8eptember 1964.

5.14145-411--4
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opiniong f fcniner twiters change 9 the st tidents grow older.
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Procedum4.rhis arh will be conductednduct in five p In the
first pham, a minimum of 30 administrators will compete a'question-
naire to determine the methods usually employed in arriving at con-
clusions concerning the merit of teachers. They will also be asked to
Irmp a diary on one new teacher. in the sxvonti phaL%-, 30 parents of
children in eah. of grades I through 12 will answer a similar queltion-
naire to (1-4ennine parants" methods of F%_4-wsitig teacher fnefite
addition, approximately 30 pamits will he asked to kov a diary
rwording comments and observations which may have a 1:*4rint7 on
their opinions of the teather. In the third phme, student reActions
to a group of about 100 tmcheN will he ame4A and smrizrA. for
the teacher, who will later answer questionna_ir concerning the
effect of the ratings their students on teac=hing. As a control. a
mcond group of 100 teachers will be rates but no ai _ the infoma-
tion concerning how they are rates# In the fourth phi, high sch
teachers will be rates by --winior students the 1 with
the 15 with the lowest ratings will lye lected for followup rating
by their students after the students' frethman year in college to e OA
mine whether opinions tthange 4=udents grow older. The finalpha will be a comparative study of the tom= perfoman_c_, of students
in chemistry class where the t.meher has 4mn ratM by the students
"good" compared to cla_ here the teacher h beftn rem r."
ROT C. BRYAN, Prof:_.-yr of Education,

Western Michigan University, Kalama-
zoo, Mich.

Project No. W.
Duration : 3 yeftrs.

_clAember 1 32..

Characteristics of Teachers Which Affe

Problem..--This study attempts to identify the charac ofteachers which affect students' learning.
Major objective.The objective is to detrmine the relationship

between tftaing effectivenm and (1) the pattern of interaction be-tween teacher and student; (2) the classroom climate created by theteacher; and (3) various mental abilities of the teaehets, such
ideational fluency, flexibility, ability to dairy-Irate, sensitivity to prob-
lems, and ability to reAructure.

Procedureg.Application forms for participation by tmchers and
schools were sent, to 'evtusy superintendent in the State in Septembez
1958 and 1959. The applicants were classified according to measuresof teacher qualification and population of the community. All of the
most highly qualified applicants were wiwted and random choices
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were made from em-Lth of the Sher *es. This muittd in a sample
of la) matha te=a_chers ire ff. -Tudeo. =12# The 1._.--luential Tffits of

TEP) in mathematim the School and Col-
AT) , for students below e 9 and the Differ-

(DAT), for indents at ee 9 or above will lx5
ens of ou dent gains on aptibaciffl as a mtmsara

neational
lage Ability TM.5
ntial Aptitude

eaMpUte,
01

V 64

-I A

1

ned to
hirne.%

eflectivalm. Alut 20 1 will be wic-A-A- ed for intm

Chmat_43
atop. and -r1 A n analv4& The Minn -elylta

will be ,--iinister-M to studentsin
in& e This instrument comets of 5 &mks de-

measure teachex attrwtivenem attractiveness of elasswork
re aril and pumishment student independence of teacher,

a t will be develolack of
tem-,1 to inmsure

ability to mtru um and other memtal

and adminis-
lonal fluency spontaneous and awoci ve

PAUL C. itt-,-ENHLOOM, Professor of Mathe
matic" versify of Minnesijta, Minne-
nix-Ms, Minn.

Project o. 1020.
Duration 2 years, 3 months.
August 19 1)=-Cletober 19V2.

eadera :p Styles in Rel-Wion to Productivity, Morale and
Arhievemera Among Seventh- an E: Wi-Grae Pupils

Pro ff .--- -T i project analyzes the influent' of certain modes of
Sher -__havior on pupil morale, productivity, and amlemic
achievement.

Major objec vG. The objet! -e is to determine whether or not
them are significant relationships between the modes of teacher be-
havior a r- i ed in the classroom and three measures of teacher

morale, and academic achievementeffmitiven: pupil productivi
Procedure8.Forty teachers and their approximately 1,40(1 hetero-

geneously grouped pupils will constitute the sample for this study.
Re ports from the pupils and trained o rvers and interviews with
teachers will provide dmcriptions of teacher behavior, `fag such
items as clafflroom seating arrangements, pupil mobility, range and
content of the activity, emphasis on tasks and quality of task per-
formantm, delegation of responsibility for decisions, and division of
labor to differentiate various madeA of teacher behavior. Academic
achievement in arithmetic, reading, and language will be measured
by a standardized achievement test which will be administered at
the beginning and end of the school year. Final raw scores will be
adjusted to tike into amount each child's intelligence. Ratings of
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pupil productivity will be obtained dimetly from the pupils by ad-
ministering a cia,cm inventory to each dam at the end of .the school
year. This inventory will yield a 1f-initiated-work won ws wellas a requirwl-work wore. An index of morale will be determ'n
from pupils' responses to the questions in the inventory whi
concerned with liking the Wather, sthool, and fellow 4-4idemts. to
on each child's weicwonomic bar urvund and his ma e
L les will be available from the school s ye p' cumulative corfb.The relationship L*tweem mmim of ttather behavior p_zod t.
of termer effeetivenm ill etermin=
i WAYNE GORDON, Associate Profew.or of Pmject No 14.

Education and Sociolovs -a-11d Jon N Duration : I year, 0 montks.
MeNEn4 Assistant Professor of FAucaa timber 1M---February Ietion, University of Califerni_L An-
gelft, Oa
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Ddermuzing an ive Educational Program for Chi en of
_,cfrcdory Workers in iworain

ufra.To design and test a system of providing education for
the children of migrant workers outside their home communititls.

Mti4or °Nee 't,e4.The objectives are (1) to develop procedures to
predict arrival of sFweific children ( from Texas) in stwific areas
of W:Ecia Pin at scrim: time--; (2) to develop etiucational programs
appmpriate t the needs of migrant elildren ; and (3) to determine
whether such pmgrams are financially feasible.

ProceduTf4.--A survey will be conducted to obtain information on
the number of migrant children in the State, when they arrive, how
long they st4y, and areas and school districts affected. A form will be
develope4 which will be sent to the Texas Employment Agency so that
a crew leader who has signed a labor contract for work in Wisconsin
will be mked to lit the names, home school, and other data concerning
children of the crew. T forms will be used to classify children
by trim of home school. A form seeking a short educational mam-
mal-it will 63 sent to the home school. When a rwalarly established
program is in existeace, a report of activities in a Wisconsin migrant
school will be wilt to the home school in Texas. Predictive scales will
be developes1 on the his of findings of the rmarch phase of the
Program*
DONALD ThomAs, Astant Professor of Project No. 674.

Education, UniveMty of Wiseman, Duration :1 year.
Matilson- Wi September 1959--Aug ist 1900.

49
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erfare

Problem
tional testing mate
and Spanish t

f aruji Va,tt-a_ iOn of
uTe 'vain 1 ituerials

-roject prarl
al_ and crease

011S.

Major objective. The objective produce a new ba lercr
which are simultmleously constructed in both Span and

s

(Aitions.

Procedures. A new of arallei tes s m Engl_h and Spani h
will be created, including areas of general ability and wading. Man-
uals, norms, and ac-Ary material will he developet.-1 to make he _etAs
useful in either language alone or in situations where a comparison
abilities in the two languages_ is desired. A staff of Spanish-sp
and Englis_h-speaking mem will formulate and tft7t the measuri---
develop in the Unitt41 States, Puerto Rico and Mexico. The regular
procedures of tett writing, g and t will be u,%41: item anal-

will be made to determine the discrimination value of
lam.
11w-can. T. MANT_TM, Prof-r of &Inca- Projw Na cm.

Omni Psychology; Univft-&-ity of Texsw.- Duration : veam.
Austin, Tex. 17L--e_i0-enaD I

Improvement of Motor Development and Physical ness in
Elementary School Children

ProblemThis study i.i-npattfs the outeawn of a program of v
oils physical activity basixi on the exercise of inherent patterns of
motor coordinations with available measures of maor development
and physical fitric.

Major objective.--The objective is to determine whether or not a
vigorous program of physical education which conmntrattss on in-
herent motor patterns will result in (1) improved performance records
in the run, jump, and throw; (2) improved emrdination patterns of
motor performance in the mine skills; (3) increase in strength in
selected muscle groups; and (4) indications of the age level at which
the school program can profitably be directed toward improvement of
specific motor patterns.

Procedures.----A11 children in the first, third, and fifth grades in a
selected elementary willool will be exposed to an experimentally de,-
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of motor fi ties as part of a physical scat ion
curriculum de k_ e41 to challenge the child. Performance measures
in -4.kntling bmadjump, the 30-yard dash, the overarm throw,

'um and the shuttle ran will be t &ken at the beginning of the
Andy an at the end of the ttrA and end year. Additional mein
will I* takem on a random sample of 25 boys and 25 girls from ead), of
the thrw -1eL3. The control croups will co- of all cK
elementary wool whasv. performanetz Rem-es were Two

Line 1358. The means and mews-tires ot-P-AmEwir

the sA_

gm and wi

A3

mental pup will be comfmred with the of the control
i.ational ph cal it-ne*-_s 4andards.

m an
is Sep-

variability of

RUTH B. eri-Asww, Pro r Physiml Project No. (Al
FAueatim University Wiwonsin, Duration: 2 years, 2 months.
Madimm., July I. ---KkEilt-o__mLwr 1961.

Epalimition Foltowup Stay of ihaver Academy's
Surnir,er Admice Study Program in Science an Maiwmaties

Problem ---Thy d nquims into the conw-uences of a summer
proamm for a omis.ng iene421 &indents.

Major objective.3.--The objeetiv are (1) to evaluate the stated pur-
rx of an advance1 summer program in science and mathematics;
and (2) to determine the effect of such a program on the behavior of
students in math tics and science clam* during the ensuing year
and on their faun) career decisions.

Procedwrea.-----The three instruments uwiii to evaluate student gains
during the summer program will include (1) a measure of student
ability to identify and define scientific problems and to deal with
mientific methodology ; (2) an a._esAonent of developed mathematical
concepts, abilities, and other mathematical skills; and (8) a test of
the student's understanding of science as an institution and of scien-
tists as an occupational group. The significance of the difference
between prett, and posttest (administered 10 weeks later) means will
be tested to evaluate the student gains. Personality measures will be
used to oompare the students in this program with theme in a 5-year
study of the career development of scientist& Assessrnent of the
effects of the pmgram on the behavior of students will be made through
questimmaires and visits to the students' home schools.
Wiulkii W. CACitrfo Inartrnetor and Re- Projekt No arns.

Dearth Amdate is F4neation, Harvard Duration 1 yew..
Untronidtio thimbridget Maas. July 19W-41.- une 19ffl.
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Ltesvio miMed- Of icd C,-rwe C Id en

Problem.This udy to dawriLmi the de -eloprnent of mathe-matical concepts in young children and to explore the character of thisdevelopment in term% of modern learning theory.
Major ob tiv -- --The thjecti7% ( ) to analyze the mmatical charter of ale sp_t-L._-e mid number concepts of childm aged4 through 9 ; (2) to d &ermine the pro _At

nonarithmetical mathem ,opics
e,

for the introduction of
apply modern lean-Linotheory, particularly Airnulus theory_ of discrimination, t.D thestudy of the formation and !Cr-Arai of mathemeical concepts bychildrea.

Procatirts.----This rew_a_mh. will 63. c nducted in two -wparat butMated phrtslb& In the nrst pha...c*-, longitudinal Audie_s will in t _how early the verbal Aills connected with deductive masoning canbe introduce. Sub #e for this 111 on will be drawn froma current program in the t___dice___' of geometzy in the first, swondand third grades Control Froups will be 9B1eARd from comparableelementary cla&4077-s in nearby wthool &strict& The w-1, nd phaae ofthe study will be concerned with fundamenthl exveriments in thelearning of mathematical ooncv tubjects will 7tv drawn at rIndomfrom a population. of clild augh 9 in the Palo Alto ama,and a specific mathematical model drawn fmm the general notions ofstatistical learning theory will be developexl. Statiaical ahodsappropriate to stothaAic proulew. particularly Markov prowswe.,will be umi.
PATKICK Surms, Prfiem, Stanford UnL' Ptoject No 777.

versify, Stanford, ca I I f. Duratiffil 3 yew&
July 1 Vi44-J _me 191W.

An Investigation of Diferemial Binaural Stimulation in
the Teaching of Foreign Language

ProblemThis study seeks to determine whether or not differenbinaural stimulation can be used effectively to improve pronunciationin foreign language teaching,
Major objectivefrThe objective is to determine the effect that hear-ing kmultaneously the teacher's voice in one ear and his own voicein the other will have on a student's ability to compare the Mermanin pronunciation.
ProcedurecTwo groups of 20 first-semester frfAimisi college stu-dents without previous training in Spanish will serve as subject&
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Mar?? objeeive Ls to determine how different class-
rt-xlm t_u_2 tor will appear when it is viewed from four evaluative
fr-Ltivaworks: (A) developmental, (2 mental health, (3) substantive
learning, and (4' group promo.

Prcx7-kviurei., reenith is divided into The firA,
stare- will be devo the development of four Kthedules for use in
sintu1 = FT-aim of Om maw sample of clawir-o-om behavior.
In 4a4e reprftwntatives from education, mythology, and
sociologN will we_ and Clarify the positions to Ix, udied. In the
t. II ate Audemts will be trained in observational tech-
niquw and (1,0a in elementary and wondtry

T-__Arm9nm Dunng stage four an analysis of aim?, data will
and the v Clonal seleaules will be rerL9Y1 for utilization

e, wh will be a duplication of threie. The final
of am analysis of the new data wid preptration of

Mca_ mom- a Edam- Projett No. 75&
Pageologyt U a Afield- Duration: 2 year&

rant Ann Adm., Mich. OeWbeii 1960-Septmber 1961.
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P: °Nem stud investi,ates the miationEli
personality interaction of students and teachers and t
interaction on tea cy e417 L =i en

_2=74 ot jeetives. The obiewves are (1) to de_,L-itune
orzmiality intereLction

degree to which that paalcu
ticular student and (9 if penionali.)

udm

determiner of tee=
dimensions the int r
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it that pat
_nun to le

-vene&-_ to reveal along what ivranal
on w-_411-41-_,.

hundmd male junior and senior coy lei
ar epadepartments of Iowa StAtA -nivo

their teachers in th het departments

Audem

conStitute the Simi le
study. Students and teacher.4 will be given a temvarpaneli
and a life-history ques-tionnaire; each student will be N-1

cate pr-eferexices for ocher within his major
information will be related to the number of c
pai-ticular teachers and each student, In the tires

ey

all 111S

hours betwmi
0

the results of the inventories obtained from the teachem
ngi

to locate general differences tween t htthose who were nominated fret
quemtly as outstanding teacher= and tlimw, who were nominated infm-
quently. In the _and step the analysis will determine t=he student
characteristics which are related to their nominations of effei_ ive
teachers. The overall purpol* of le analysis is to determine whether
or not the degree of similarity den student and t
alities is a factor in the student's oriinion of the e
teacher.
EDWIN C. Law's. Asistant Prof Pro Kt t No. 7&3.

Department a Psychology, Iowa State Duration: I year.
Unlvemity, Ames, I_a.

&

pertikm
of a

Septemtwr __W-W June 1DW.

SygemWic Observation of Verbal Interaction
As a Meth&t.ti of Comparing Mathenzatw IA-wpm-us

Problem,This study investigates various paterns of verbal inter-
action between pupils and teachers in classrooms where four typ-s of
mathematics 1(w)ns arc employed.

Major objective.The objective is to determine whether or not
significant differences exist in the amount of verhal interaction dis-
played in four different types of mathematics lew,ons.
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or 10 iwriMs. Each elk-zon observed will 1141
four or a combination twe and raw

of the = rws will be obtained for each of the
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M triTEL WHIGH, nt P-rvfewa3r of

Me t IMAtiti
tcal

The

A

Child

Washing-
LA-tute, Mrs.

vms (3n1 Cord4
M( ara

pi
!a--ato in situation,

Pruject N 8
Durath-Tin 1 rear, 6 mintbs.
Deeemi-ter 1 Jane

ims on
ork thopuf of Eeniu _t_ry S =am 1

ee, directed toward the discovery _f how, in the
achieve gent= motivation,

and anxiay about achievement are related to other
abic--; and to oonditions within the cl&wconns.

Major objective.The objective is to determine the relation between
a number of characteristics of the teacher's handling of a clas.s and
various characteristics of the children in the class.

ce-4urt4. E xtensi e measures of teacher behavior and laroo m
,Aires made at the beginning and end of an academic year have

already Lie+in obtaine4 from 10 different teachen in dim elementary
ools in ra.._,as(mably homogenemis neighborhoods in Palo Alto.

Sven of the 10 elLgsx-oonis axe at the fifth- and sixth-grade level and
thrtie are at the first- and -mcond-grade level. Among the MeaStirVe

obtained were (1) teacher interaction with children, including their
u of rewards and punishments, teaching techniques, and communi-
cation; (2) pr interaction; (3) measures of vial environment ; and
(4) teacher attitutim Measures of the characteristics of the 295 chil-
dren who wexe mmbers of these cIas have also been colimtetl.

rAmaiity van-
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Thee include mmtal and physical measures; measures of the chil-dren's motives, preferences, wit-concepts end reputations; and meas-ures of achievement and creative ability. The data for both teachersand children have been puncled on IBM cards-, and the data analysiswill be directed at the *various relationships that exist between theteacher variables and the characteristics of the children.
PAtrii;vit slumI AJOnei tO PrOfeASSOr of Project No. Fin

Edneatiem, Stanford Univers' Stan- Duratim: 2 r_rs, 5 months,fortis (;x111. May 1960---Septinber

Standardization of the Third Revision of the Stanford-Bind Inter
Bence Scale on Negro EIemmentary School Children in the South-
eastern United States

ProblemThis study Provides norms for Negro children in theSoutheattern United States on the Third Revision of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale.
Major objective4.---The objectives are (1) to gam:Jai-Aim theStanford-Bina Intelligence Scale on a large representative sample ofNegro elementary school children in the Southeast, (2) to validatethis test by comparison with simultaneous measurfta of scholastic apti-tude, with gandard achievement tests, and with teacher ratings andgrades, and (3) to collect from the subjects and their teachers certainbiographic and demographic data which will lead to an adequatedescription of the population and allow comparisons with other nor-mative data.
Procedureir.A repmentative wimple of approximately 1,800 sub-jects will be drawn from Alaim.ma, Georgia, Florida, South Carolina,and Tennessee. In each of these States three county school systemsof various sizes will be selected that encompams rural and urban arm,various socioeooncanic levels, and a range in the quality of educationalprograms and facilities. About students from each of grades1 through 6 will be selected from each county and administered theThird Revision of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale. Each childwill be administered the California Achievement Test or a similar testbattery. In addition, grades and teacher ratings will be obtainedfrom the schools and biographic and demographic data from theparents. An item analysis will be made in order to determine theappropriatmees of items at each age level, and correlations betweenthe demographic and biographic data and the intelligence and achieve-ment measures will be obtaimd.

WALutoz A. KiNitzny, Asslitant Professor 111.4 Project Na SSCof Psychology, Florida State University, Duran= : 1 year, 4 months.Tallathissee September 196-December
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The Use of Case Histories in the Development of
Student Understwding of Science and Scientists

Prvbita---mThe purpase of this study is to eva1uatt &nevaluate instructional
method oymg mart&18J drawn from the hisry of science to
teach gut-lents about the nature of scientific inquiry, about science
ab an ir utii people.

Major _e. e o is to determine whether or not there
are si rri 1 I cAnt differencs in the understanding of science and -st_cienti

twn s.udents who have studied with m-_.Q43 history materials and
students who have rat.

Pro..,aure4.Participants will he f_k)).LitM from nationally dis-
tributed groups of Kience teachers to obtain approximately 100 clait
of high school biology, chemistry, and physics to take part in the
en*rinieni. FTth p-articipating ci&c.-3 section will be randomly as
signed either to the experimental thc**--1 using the new inAructional
m- or to the control group, resulting in approximately r.)0 science
cla-7- in e group. Pretw-and poittcs. hattericvs will be atiminis-

grourks and the several t4tscor will lye subjected to a
of covariance, with stratification according to course

type. The reteA battety will include a tt of general intelligence
and the Test cm Understmi- di_na Science, a speially--designed, instru
meat which meuilm student underst&nding of the methods and aims
of science., the scientific enterpriw, and the characteristics of scientists.
The pasttftt battery which will be administered approximately b
months a fter the pretests will include the Test on Understanding
Scia t i c * a nd a Sta nda rd iz ed s cie m c e tit, in the area covered by the
XfltN6 QUeSUOIIU&IFe data will be used to supplement the statistical
analysis.

wfu.sAu w. comET AiKt11t Pratessw. Project No. 8ftil,
of Education, and 1=roco E. KiAwrza, Duration : 1 year, 4 months.
Research Am)elate, Harvard Univeisity, April 1900--Auguat 19131.
Qunbridge, Maw.

Selection and Training Programs for Vocationally Talented P4111

Probiem.This study will explore selection prowlures and training
programs for vomtionally talented youth and the trends in occupa-
tions and in ttvlinology which have implications for selection pro-ceduprograms.d training programs.

Major objeWilwa----The objeztives are (1) to review the present and
anticipated neWs of Imams and industry for vocationally talented
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and trained youth, and (2) t d
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w i DONALD WALli __or. i v ion

of Field Stuwes and Regearch Rutgers
University, New Brunswick, N.J.
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Pry s exp_ifires the use of automated de in
teaching basic algebraic st ieturs to first-a-mile dill

Major objective. Th ,,ctive is to win
who have been taught a )laic strictures
teaching device with control groups of first- and font

are
means 0

4,1-artya_ thi_dren
an automated

An oral tfst of the understanding an
tunes will be used for this wmparison.

Procedure8.A a r tsent Ave sample of _GO
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children
will be selected for the e ri per al group in th s Ay. An 18-week
unit in mathematics will be develoved and premnt_ t=om this group for
one semen, using autoinstructional deviep. or a large part of the
unit, the child will 61 supplied with a of colored mils of varying
en .ha Some problems prts-43ntAA by the teaching --machine -=q-ri re-

quire only the use of thege rods; other pr-oblems mittim, applica-
tion of the concepts learned with the rods. In this way the associative
law, the commutative law, the distributive law, and other inathmatical
concepts will be pmsentwl. A control group of 100 first graders,
matched with the experimental group on the basis of ap, sex, pamt,
occupation, and intelligence, will be umi to emtrol for the eff&ts of
maturation and typical experienm. A. sw---nd control griJup of no
fourth graders will be ufwA to discover what elme_ntar_y &W imp_
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re-arc._ will employ mainly experimental
desiniption and will develop in the laboratory

-atins analogous to real (AIM A number of specific
ucAKi na namely 1) an analysis of children's Ian-

a Ali of the ,,yrhological aspects of children's speech
ariOUS expciiment ai study of how children learn

(4) a stud of the relation of peraptual
inPATT to r ipmtin ._a.on; (5 an Px per then al study of the develop-

mriminate visual forms of the t- pe s
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a study of discrimination learning, (7) an
theo pros by which visual symbols come equivalent
f heard sounds; (8) a theoretical analysis of the reading-
OT a txt-mtnunie ion cycle; (9) an anayisis of the pr-

rs?-meption o_ similarities and differenm4 in visual
tiy deed to test the measurement of individual

envie*_s in the development of perc-eptual skills; 01) a W;udy of
t he relationsiiip between riding and writing; (12) an experimental
study of the d j lopme nt o_ re even ms for w_A,nmry modaiitiee in
children : and (_ 3 a study of the importance of contextual cum in
children s word remgnition,
HARRY LpyiN, Amite-late Profeww, Cornell Project No. Mar.

emit 1tha a, NS. Duration: ypAra.
July 1Wip June 1942.

592642 61
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Investigations of arifaions in the Properties of
Self-Tutoring Learning Sequences

Problem. -This study seeks to identify those pro ram chract,er-
istics which produce maximum learning with self-tutoring devices.

Mr :1w' objecaves.---The objectives are (1) to investigate the effects
of various methods of analyzing the behavior said to reflect knowledge
of a subject and (2) to dsgermine what variations in the properties
of the learning-sequencv elements are necRissar-y tstabish the de-
sired behavior to an optimum degree.

Procedure. Rio achieve the first objective, knowled matric=es will
be used to analyze a wide range of verbal material and to suggect
the order in which interverbal connections might be stren Met'The matrix elements will be ordered in terms of int.ermatrlx
intramatrix path, and submatrix orderings. The second objectivewill be achieved by introducing systematic variations in the stimulus
variables (such as size of the step, use of prompts, and amount nd
spacing of the review) and in the respvanse variables (such as fnethof responding and effect of varying the probability of sucktax).
Program variations will be evaluated either by standard achievementtests or by specially constructed ones. Intraprogram behavior will
be analyzed in terms of total errors and correlations IL weep pastt
scores and intraprogram errors.
Roar GLAsra, Associate Proferwolr of Project No. 4)1

Psycholmy, and LLOYD E. HommE, As- Duration : 2 years.
sistant Profcor of Psychology, Univer- July UM-June 1961.city of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Analysis of Processes in Paired Associate Learning

Problem.This study smks to determine whether associations areever formed in an all-or-none fashion rather than by P., promts ofgradual repetition.
Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to define and isolate tbasic pro involved in paimd-awxiate, learning; (2) to specifythe important variables related to thwe proeeaw-q and the cmditionsunder which each becomes important; and (3) to define and asEw_tthe importance of the amociation 'formation prom% in pairedwassoci-

OA learning tasks.
Procedures.The rw3earch program will involve three www_utivephase. In the first pham a paiireAtaksociate learning task will be

-4
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developfd in which the "a.i.ociation formation" process has been iso-
lated. In phase H the Rock paradigm 111.3 modified by the investigator
will be usM to investigate the role of repetition in learning the paired-
associate t _sk or taslis which have been developed in phase 1. A list
con fisting 0 two of stimulus-response pairs will ix used. All
pairs of one, set, the control set, will be retained in the list on all learn-
ing trials. Pairs of tile experimental set. will 1141 retained in the list
only if the correct: response...is given; 'otherwise they will be replaced
in the list by new pairs which have not previously been seen. I f,
as the investigator anticipates, the results of phase II indicate that
association formation is not an all-or-none process, an attenipt will
be made to determine whether there are any conditions under which
it is so "all-or-none" that repetition is relatively unimportant.
WILLIAM F. 13Arrio, Amistant Profeftsor of Project No. 73().

Psychology, University of Virginia, Duration : 2 years.
Charlottesville, Va. gepttrnber 1959-August 1961.

The Development of the Perception of Musical Sounds
b4-' Children in the First Six Grades

This stud)g seeks to determine differences in the way in
which elementary children perceive and respond to the presentation
of musical &muck

Major objectires.The objectives are (1) to identify the levels of
auditory pertxption which exist within grades and between grade
levels and (2) to provide evidence of growth patterns to he used in
developing programs of music reading readiness.

Procedures.-----Aproximately 4-(X) children in grades 1 through 6
will constitute the 9ample for the first part of the study, which will
investigate the auditory perception of tonal configurations. Two
tests will be devised after a detailed analysis of representative song
materials for elementary school children. Tonal configurations which
oceur with the greatest frequency, including chromatics, major and
minor wide figures, and major and minor chord figures, will be FV, ezt ea
as test items presented to the subjects by means of a tape reforder.
The two tests will 624 similar; however, the wrond one will contain
a greater number of items, which will be presented to the subject
only once. The wir-Imd part of the study will deal with the auditory
perception of more complete musical ideas as they appmr in the musi-
cal phra; 200 additional children will be toltAxl during this part of
the study, using the same tonal configurations as in the first part.
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All tests will be adminiAemi individually, anal luxlinparisons will bemade to wertain similarities and differances betwwn agv, zrade,level of accomplishment, and other factors such ws wx and previoustraining.
ROBERT GPMROE Pwzot41, Associate Prof-e- Proievt No. 7ffl.nor of Music and Education, University Duration: 10 months.of Wisconsin, Madison, Win. be

Effects of yG ton r twors on Perceptual-Co ve
Proficiency of Children Who Vary in Intellectual Levi

Problem.This study wks to obtain a greater understanding of thedeterminants of quantitative and qualitative variations in intelleetualfunctioning, of optimal learning conditions, and of the impact, of moti-vational and emotional processes on the development and utilizationof cognitive abilities.
Major objectivs.The objwtives are (I) to determine the effectsof selected motivational conditions on the ran and ciency of cueutilization in both perception and learning tasks, and (2) to ascertainthe extent to which differences in intellectual level are 82-siatwi withdifferences in the effects of these motivational conditions on pump-tual-cognitive ciency.
Procedures.--Children of varying intellectual levels within achronological age range of from 8 to 10 years will be selected for study.These children will be classified into three intellectual groups : bright(125 to 140 IQ), normal (100 to 115 IQ), and dull (75 to 90 I(Z).Selected perceptual and learning tasks involving complex form recog-nition, perceptual span, incidental learning in concept formation, andpattern acquisition will be administered under task-oriented instruc-tions considered to be relatively neutral and under achievement-oriented instructions designed to increase the child's achievementmotivation. Matched control subjects will receive only task-orientedinstructions in both test sessions. Measures of the range and effective-n43s of cue utilization will reflect the level of performance. The per-formance scores of the groups will be compared. The relationshipsbetween selected measures of personality and pemvtual-cognitivefunctioning in children will also be determined.

CHARMS D. Smovx, Associate Professor of Project Na 790.
Psychology and Child Development, Duration : 2 years, 7 months.Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind. February 1960-August 1962.
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An Analysis of :_daborWo y Classroom Group Functioning

63

ProblemeThis study attempts to analyze group functioning in two
contexts, the laboratory and the elementary school classroom.

Major objective.The objectives to examine the etreas of several
individual and group wariabim on the effectiveness and efficiency of
c wm grou

Procedur-e-s.--The lw,L-vratory Andy will u a sample of several
hundreAl elementary KIKK:p1 pupils as subjects. The subjects will work
either as individuals or as memben of a-person groups. Half the
groups will contain one pupil of high ability and two of average
ability ; the other half will be composed of the average-ability pupils.
The independent variables will he (1) ability, (2) status, (3) ascend-
ancy, (4) orientation (social or task), and (5) discrepancies in per-
Ktnality needs and social roles. The individuals and groups will be
given pr-oblems in stwial studies and arithmetic, and tests of effective-ne and efficiency will administered. Effectiveness will be meas-
ared by a standard izvi achievement test and efficiency, referring to
the satisfaction of each member with his group experience, by self-
report. An analysis of variance and of covariance will be employed
to provide statistiml tests of significance. Approximately 40 upper
elementary school claims will constitute the sample for the classroom
study. Each of 20 elementary school teachers will be asked to identify
one highly cient and effective class and one inefficient and ineffective
class. Measures for independent variables, such as pupil perception
of the leader behavior of teachers, pupil influence, pupil ability, and
pupil need for achievement, affiliation, and power will be subjected to
a multiple-correlation analysis to determine the overall prediction of
the dependent variables of . I ciency and effectiveness.
BR B. HUDGINS and Louis M. Minn, Project No. 7

assistant proffmwrs, Graduate Institute Duration : 2 years, 4 months.
of Education. Washington University, February 1960-May 1962.
St. Louis, MO.

Communication of information in the Elementary Classroom

Problem.This study assm4m- the ability of children and teachers
to cmmiuniftte meaningfully with each other. The broad purpose is
to identify some of the major factors responsible for the failure of
children of normal intellectual endowment to profit from education.

Major objectives.--The objectives are (1) to determine the extent to
which information is summfaliy communicated orally in elementary
classmms, (2) to analyze the types of communication broakdowns
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which occur among lower and middle- 1&,-% cups of children and
their teachers, (3) to determine the range of the active vocabulary
shown in continuous oral sivech samples of elementary school chil-
dren, (4) to determine similarifies acrid differences in outwit
which characterize the samples of lower and middle-cla
groups of children, and (5 to correlate the measures of voeabular:
with the ability er nt= pups of child r,n tw c ur cate
suceessfully with each other and with the teacher in the classr-vmm.

ProcedurimThe Etipie for this study consist of 250 pupils
from two first-grade ciws---7 and two tifth-gra, e e a-nes in each of three
New York City schods. The maple will be divided into two ups
one of intellectually deprived children, primarily of lower socioeco-
nomic backgrounds. and another of children who have not lacked intel-
lectual stimulation in the home. R.:,;ux)nsTi_ to a standardized
interview scale will used to aswiss the pattern of verbal stimulation
in the home. The Cloze technique will be used to determine the
amount of information suecfully communicateti from the teacher
to the two groups of children. This technique use a verbatim
sample of the continuous speh of the teacher from a tape recording
of verbal instruction given in the cla&sroom. The material will be
transcribed and every nth word (usually eve. y fifth word) will be
deleted. The children will be asked to fill in the missing wo. dy using
three forms of the material: mimeographed sheets, slides, and tapes.
Appropriate motivational techniques will be used to obtain similar
samples of the children's speech for administration to teachers and
other children. The responses will be analyzed for (1) curacy of
prediction, (2) the variability of the frequency distribution of re-
sponses given by the various groups, and (3) differenms in the
of responses given by the different groupa. Further analyses w
carried out on the complete continuous speech samples of all children
in order to estimate and compare the range of vocabulary and other
characteristics of the speech of the lower and middle-c1 groups of
children.
MARTIN DEUTSCH, etAireetor, Ineti lite for

Developmental StudleA New York &twit
eal College, New York, N.Y.

Pr OK No. WI.
Duration : 2 yftra.
April 19M 1962.

Evaluation of Machine Teaching: Motivational Characteristics
of the Learner, His Responses, and Certain Learning Outcomes

ProblemThe purprY41 of this Audy is to reveal the nalation of the
motivational characteristics of the learner to his mspar ms and to
certain learning outcomes of machine teaching.
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Major .11 ec fives.- Th objectives are (1) to determine whether the
reinforcement value of seeing teat once answer is correct is more
ele47tive in favilitating learning among high achievement-orient-et' stu-
dents or low achievement-oriented one and (2) to investigate the
etf.Ktivenel-N of various forms of learner response in promoting recall
of meamtngf I material.

rocedums.Three to four hundmi college of e-ducation juniors
enroltiM in a psychology course will twrirandomly assigned to teaching
machines
ment meal%
mentally or

uir-P

-n, ar-s
isticall%

r different types of nses. Achieve-
and -1-4 will 1-v controlled either experi-
Pa of F. Skinner's program on science

and human l Jesavior and similar materials will constitute the learning
materials. Imirning outcomes will be measured by it: ais written to
fit some of the categories of filuom4s Taxonomy of Educational Oh-
jectirm: knowledge. compiThension, application, analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation. Analysis of variance and t-tests probably will be
uReti to net rmine the significance of differences among treatments

resp)nse and lev (achievement motivation).
GARUM4 M. DKII-A-PIA NA. ALfilista t Proles- Pro eet Na,. *14.

Nor of Educational Psychology, Uni- Duration : 1 year, 3 months.
versit of U3t h, Salt Lake City, Utah. June =ptember 1.

The figure of Armiysis and S nies_, and C lassrooClassroom Conditions
Which Facilitate or Retard These Cognitive Processes

Problem.. This study inv igtes factors which underlie Lidi-
vidual differ-ences in ability to analyze and syntli-ize and the role of
analysis and synthesis in college succs. It will also explore cla.%-
room conditions which facilitate or impede anal siS and/or synthesis
in thought and per, ze

Majar objectives.The objectives are (1) to determine the facto-
rial structure of tests measuring analysis and synthesis in thought
perception and perwmality, their siwificity or generality, their re-
lation to performance in the physical sciences, swial sciences, en-
ginmring, language-literature, and to performance on objective and
essay examinations; and (2) to determine the effects of stress and
nonstm4s, individual and group and authoritarian and democratic
conditions on analysis and synthesis in thinking.

Procedurea.Almt 800 freshmen, 200 each with majors in phys-
ical science, vial science, engineering, and literature-language will
be given the following tests: The Denny Doodlebug Problem, the
Witkin Embedded-Figures Test, the Perceptual Synthesis Test, and
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dents of a metropolitan high school with
of 110 or higher will be asked to volunteer for this study.
those who do, approximately 50 subjects will he selerteli in pairs, with
each member of the pair matched in terms of IQ and initial prob=
lem-solving ability. The members of each pair will be randomly as-
signed to experimental and control groups of 25 subject each. Twoits of instruments, s_riers A and series B, will be em p1oyKi in the
practice sessions. Series A presnts with each problem some basic in-
formation. A number of questions which provide information to be
used in solving the problem are presvntell on cards in a display folder.The answer to each question is on the back of the card. Each subjert
nay draw as many cards, one at a time, as he wish. The problem

is terminated when the subject feels he has the solution. Tlie prob
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Concepts of Over and Underachieve

ProblemThis study explores the concepts of over-
achievement.

Major objeWire.The objective is to develop a thorn
and understandable critique of concepts of ovet-
achieremmt and of procedures for appraising them.

Procedure8.The proceflurtv, for carrying out the study will bethreefold. Conferences will be held with interested and knowledge-able people why have written but the subjett; a review will be madeof the educational literature dealing with the problem; and from datagathered through cmfe=rences and a review of the literature, a carefulexposition of the problem will be developed. The report will prob-ably include sections on the hikorical derelopment of the problem,some of the common fallacies found in research dwigns in this area,and the statistical and logical rationales which underlie the conptsof under- and overachievement.
Roarair L. MC:MIDI-1M Praelavor Of MICH- Project No. Ir.time nvehers CA)litge, Columbia Uni- Duration : 1 yoar.rersity. New Ymkt N.Y. - June 1900-June 196L
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Role of the Ekmenkvy, junior Hi and
Senior High -400l Princ pal

ProblemThis stud* proposes to invet4 igate the role of the prin-
cipal in public education.

Major objeztives.The objectivm are (1) to develop the theoretical
structure and hypothe for the razkarch; (2) to collect and examine
a body of preliminary data related to central problems of the inquiry;
(3) to develop reiLwarcii instruments and the sampling procedure;
and (4) to obtain the cooperation of school systems in the march.

Pro=cedwv-42.This is a one-year pilot study to determine the feasi-
bility of oL4aining a sample and developing the instruments to be
u3(i in a long-ranp study. Previously collecte41 data from six Mas-
sachusetts school systems related to the principal's role will be exam-
ined for their implications for this study. Information from prin-
cipals, teachers,- superintendents, and others will be gathered to
explore problems Mated to the theoretical and empirical probleins
of the rewaivii. Role-concept systems will be examined for their
implications. Finally, instruments and interview schedules will be
pret&Ated. The preciw population and sampling procedures will be
determined and an assfinent made of the willingness of school sys-
tems to participate in a long-range study.
Nest. Gaosa, Professor of Education, liar- Project No. 714.

yard Univexsity, Cambridge, Mass. Duration : I year.
July 1K-4-June 1960.
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History Questionnaire and will be interviessed for 3 or 4 hours to
determine what the symbolic meanino: of Mucational administrationis for each and to trace its development. On the basis of information

_4 n nobtained from the (111(1 ioai re and the interview, a battery of inqt ru-
merits will be collected to measure interivrsonal nee( and values,
cognitive orientations and abilities, and job characteristics. The
battery will probably include measures such as the T t of Type
Indicators, the Fundamentai Inter personal' Relations _en ation-
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)ro

red the Life

Behavior (FIRO--B), and the Taxonomy
will determine how well the measures differentiate effective and
inelective administratom

f Situations. The analysis

EDGAR I.. M()RPHET11 Profesiior of F-duca- Project No. =177
tion, Univermity of California, fi 4rkeley, Duration 1 year. 4 t
Calif. kto-ntwr 1 ..S1 4 -DetLth r 1'440

Educatto for Innovo .ve an r t o ectatves

Problem.---This study attempts itentify tit rminants ( f
innovative administrative behavior and to determine vhethei such
behavior can be encouraged through education.

Major objective8.--The objectives are (I) to determine) the rela-
tionship of personal faitors and organizational climate. to innovative
administrative behavior, (2) to develop experimental educational
program .clesif,,Tned to stimulate innovative administrative behavior,and (3) to assess the differential effects of these programs upon theperformance of administrators drawn from distinct organizational
climates.
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PrOjpi%. No 975
Duration: 2 years_
Ankrust 1960-July

Ehe Lenta tgh, and
Senior .7iukool I- tn. Tat

Li_ ctni ties the work of project. 714 in exam-
nine; thethe role of the pAnci Ai in public education.

Major ohjective8.7-The objectives are (1) to determine the distin-
guishing and common elements in the roles of the elementary, junior
high, lisfud senior high .camol principals as viewed by principals and
mcupants of ri3latwi positions, (2) to investigate the degree to which
the role performance of principals conforms to their definition of
professional standards for their behavior, (3) to isolate the role
conflicts to which principals are exposed and the methods used to
reg,A ve them, (4) to investigate determinants and consequences of
diffemtial 1016 definition and consensus on the principal's roles,
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and (5) to investigate determinants and consequences of variablerole performance by the school principal.
Procedures.A stratified random sample of approximately 00elementary, junior high, and si.znior high school principals will bedrawn from communities with a population of 50,000 and over inthe United Stabas.
The major data-efliec on technique will be the interview, throu ghwhich data will he LratlAered on role definitions, role behavior, ro econsensus, role conflicts, job satisfaction, level of aspiration, and age,sex, and other personal data. Records of school systems and censusrecords will provide information on such items as job history, pro-fessional trainingf socioeponomic composition of the community, andper pupil support. The data analysis will utilize tests of si,,riiificanm,scaling techniques, partial and multiple correlations, and regressionanalysis.

NEAL GROSS, PrOteSEinr of Education. Har-
vard University, Cambridge, Maw.

Pr ect No. I.
Duration a 3 years.
July 1940---June 1963.

Procedures for Identifying
g otent al School Administrators

Problem.This study, a continuation of project 677, attempts todevelop better pr tlures than are now available for identifyingpersons who have the potential characteristics and abilities neededto serve effectively in administrative positions in public schools.Major objective8.The objectives are (1) to develop a theoreticalframework for educational administration, based on research oninterpersonal behavior, on community structure, on the sociologicalinfluences on behavior, on the psychology of cognitive style and fac-tors of intelligence, and on the impact of early childhood events onadult behavior; and (2) to develop a battery of tests that is com-patible with the theory for use in selecting persons for positions ineducational administration.
Procedure8. In project 677 the Fundamental Interpersonal Re-lations Orientation (FIRO) Theory was expanded and modified foruse in educational administration. Several hypotheses have been for-mulated from the theory, and these will be tested in the presentstudy. For example, the investigators will test the hypothesm that(1) 'attitudes of administrators toward educational philmophy andeducational administration are positively correlated with behaviorand attitudes toward people; and (2) an administrator's compati-bility with salient priment figures (teachers, board members, andothers) is positively correlated with his administrative effectiveness.
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To tests hypothese,s such as these, several tests were selecteAl or
constructed and pretested in the previous project. A battery was
selected which discriminates between good and poor administrators.
In the pr&cient, project this battery will be administered to about
11,7M people, including 1,200 administrators, 5,000 teachers, 5,000
parents, secretaries, community leaders, and it of boards of
education ; and 500 _g-raduate students in educational administration.
Among the measures to be used are the FERO-Behavior, the Meyer-
Briggs Test, of Tvpe indicators, an intellipnce test, (X)PE (defense
mechanisms) , the Life Interpersonal History Enquiry, a measure of
Extucational values, and various measures of effectiveness. The
measures of effeaivenese will be correlated with the other measures
to tea hypoth and modify the theory accordingly.
EDGAR L. MORPHET, Professor of Educa- Project No. 1076.

don, and WILLIAM C. SCHUTZ, Lecturer Duration 2 years, 6 months.
and Research Educator, University of January 1961 June 1963.
California, Berkeley, Calif.

FINANCE

Spillover of Public Education Costs and Ilene

Problem.---This project studies the relationship between tax pay-
ments for public education and benefits received from public educa-
tion in any area, such as a school district, a metropolitan area, a
county, or a State.

Major objective8.The objectives are (1) to develop an analytic
framework which permits the specification and ultimately the
measurement of public education spiaver, and (2) to utilize the
framework in a case study of St. .Louis Co., Missouri.

Procedures, A framework will be constructed which permits the
verification and measurement of school tax receipts, expenditures,
and education benefits that flow between areas either because of exist-
ing conditions or because of the development of new policies or
ccmditions. The sources and recipients of school taxes will be in-
vestigated to determine whether some communities are subsidizing
or being subsidized by other 'communities and to isolate fiscal spill-
over& To determine benefit spillovers, an analysis will be made of
the extent to which the education expenditures of an area benefit
persons in other areas. Regional analyses of input and output factors
will be used to estimate indirect and income-induced employment
and the output and income effects of local economic activity ; these

502842-61-4
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will be translated into public education costs and ta aymen Ex-tensive use will be made of a previously developed input output,table for the St. Louis area to estimate lc -al empk ment, outputand income multipliers, and interregional conser iences of localeconomic activity on public education.
WERNER Zvi HIRSCH, Professor of Flo- Project No. 1045.nomic8 and BURTON A. ArmsnRon. As-

sistant Professor of Fieononiim \-% ash-
ington University, St. Louis, Mo.

Duration: 3 v, ryA

Septell i r -,1 August 13 3.

Revenue Sources for the Support of PublicPubl education

Problem.This study seeks to determine whether State-adminis-tered. revenue systems of school support are more effective in meetingthe fiscal goals of equality and excellence than systems which rely toa gmater extent upon the local district's property tax.
Major objectives.Thy objectives are (1) to discover whether a'higher proportion of State suppoyt results in a lower variability intotal property tax rat,e,<; and per pupil expenditures for curmnt, GaAsof education and (2) to ascertain the extent to which a higher pro-portion of State support results in lower mean voluntary tax ratesand per pupil expenditures above the State-prescribed minimum.
Procedures.The first step in the study will be to gather enrollmentand current expenditure data for the 1958-59 school year for selecteddistricts within selected States. An arbitrary minimum size limitwill be set at 1,500 pupils, or 1,000 elementary school students and500 secondary school students for States with separate elementary andsecondary districts. Data will be gathered from all districts that arelarger than the minimum. Equalized valuations of taxable propertywill be gathered where available or developed from assessed valua-tions, using assessment ratios supplied by the State tax authority.Using district reports to the States, the 1958-59 current operatingcosts will be reduced by all receipts applicable to current operationexcept local property tax levies, yielding a net cost of current opera-tion to be borne by the district. This net cost divided by the equal-ized valuation will provide the levy rate required for current opera-tion. To obtain a measure of voluntary levy any State-mandatedlevy will be sultracted from the levy required for current operation.Data will also be gathered on State statutes governing education,attendance in ontax supported schools, and limitations on local schoolboard fiscal decisions.

H. THomAs JAMES, Associate Ptofessor Project No. 803.of Education, Stanford University, Duration: 1 year, 3 month&Stanford, Calif. January 19--March 1961.
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This study explores the structure and press of schGA-
t.:.-oi iniun t, relations and the ways in which persons can meaningfully
iyirticii ate in the process.

ajar objectives.The objectives are (1) to examine the factors
affecting school-community relations, (2) to ascertain what, citizen
participation exists relevant, to the schools through agencies such as
clubs, citizens committees, and school boards, and(3) to explore the
informal contacts of citizens in relation to the schools and the in-
formal communication networks for such conthes.

ProcedureR.To obtain data on the factors affecting school-com-
munity relations, a sample of 180 school districts will be drawn with
student enrollments of 150 or more and with probability proportional
to the number of students in the district. The Factor Evaluation
Inventory, which lists 162 factors commonly associated with either
the success or failure of school financial issues, has been prepared for
use with informed observers in the local community. These observers
will he selected for their roles in school-community relations as super-
intendents, board members, opposition leaders, mass media representa-
tives, or as leaders of civic groups aiding the schools. A second and
similar inventory, which will be developed during the first year of
the project, but which will use objective data and observations, will
furnish another measure of each factor. Using sample survey tech-
niques, interviewers from the Institute for Communication Research
will collect data on citizen participation and informal communication
networks from residents of a variety of communities. Citizen partic-
ipation and informal communication networks from residents of a
variety of communities. Citizen participation will be reflected

knowledge of mediating agencies and their functions, perceptio of
these agencies, attitudes toward schools, and direct participati in
school activities. The informal communication networks will be as-
certained by asking who talks to whom, about what., under what
circumstances, for what reasons or purposes, and similar questions.
WILLIAM R. ODE L, Profewor of Education Project No. 1039.

and RICHARD F. CARTER, Assistant Pro- Duration : 5 years.
fessor, Department of Communication July 1900-July 1965.
and Journalism, Stanford University,
Stanford, Calif.
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Resistances to Reorganization o School Dis r -ts and
Local Governmnts in t e r oldan Areas

Problem.This study explores the factors involved in t l s resist-ance to reorganization of administrative units in metropoincluding school districts and local governments.
Major objective8.The objectives are (1) to determine toextent resistance to reorranization among residents of a metropcommunity is related to Their knowledge of, and attitude toward,local school officials and teachers, their level of participation in schooland government-related functions, their level of knowledge of theexisting government, their attitude regarding the size of the admin-istrative unit, and related measures; and (2) to ascertain to whatextent resistance to reorganization among officials of a metropolitancommunity is related to their vested interest in the status quo, thedegree to which they misassess the needs of the area and the desiresof the residents, and other items.

Propedures.--This study is limited to States having the townshipform of government in metropolitan areas, and to States with cornparable legislation regmrding school district and goverment reorgcan-ization; hence the metropolitan areas will be selekted from the mid-western States, New York( and Pennsylvania. A random sampleof residents in central cities and the suburbs of metropolitan areaswill be drawn from three different population sizes : small (150,000),medium (400,000), and large (800,000). In each class two metro-politan areas will be studied. Interviews will be conducted with3,000 residents in the central city and the suburban area to obtaininformation on the demographic characteristics, the migration ex-perience, the intracommunity movement, the level of satisfaction withthe schools, the evaluation of school and government officials, theattitudes toward school district and government reorganization, andrelated measures. In the same six communities approximately 600school and municipal officials will be interviewed with many of thesame questions asked of residents and additional items as appropriate.The statistical analysis of the data will include percentage distribu-tions, chi-squares, critical ratios, and correlations.
BASIL G. 7AmmER, Associate Professor of Project No. 1044.Sociology, Brown University, Provi- Duration 8 years.dente, R.I.

September 1960--August 1963.
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fTect of clim in a
ranee costs and epreciation of Ale Ivsical

alit._ of educational outcomes, and on certain physical

ajor o ective.The obj _ff,tive is to compare the cost: of mainte-
nance and depredation, the educational outcomes, the incidence of
ilineas, and psychological problems in a climate-controlled school with
measures of the same factom in a school without climate control.

Procedures.Two junior high schools containing the same physical
facilities for instruction will be constructed. Each will be designed
to accommodate 1,200 students. In the experimental school both
temperature and humidity will be controlled ; in the other school
complete climate controls will not be present. An inspection of each
building will be made at periodic intervals to record differences in
deterioration, and r=ecords of maintenance costs will be kept for each.
Data will be collected on the sex, learning potential, previous school
achievement, and socioeconomic level of the students ; differences in
the experimental and control groups will be controlled statistically.
Specially constructed achievement tests will be designed to measure
the educational achievement of the students in each school. Records
will be kept of absences due to illness, referrals for disciplinary or
for psychological reasons, and an instrument will be devised to meas-
ure the level of student and faculty morale in each school. Standard
tefgs of significance will be used in analyzing the data.
F-LoYD T. CHRISTIAN, Superintendent of Project No. 1067,

Public Instruction, Tallahamee, Fla. Duration : 3 years.
October 1964-September 19133.

Relationship Between School Design and Utilization
and Personnel Interactions

Problem.----This study attempts to determine the influence that dif-
ferent types of "school-within-school" patterns of organization have

ion the perceptions and interactions of school personnel.
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ilor objective. Th,._, objective is to identify and measure the socimetric, and perceptual characteristics of personnel in selected secondarschools that repretient various patterns of :whool-within-scl organi-zation and design.

Procedure8.----The 24 t( 32 schools selected Mr the st r -1 .limited to senior hig I schools coast mete( sin l) 54 and
a period of not le, _ Jun L -ears; they resent four lit e.

of buildir g type and pattei ns of ant utiliznt
attempt will be made to equa ,e the different of schools onbasis of student. enrollment, number of p
economic characteristics of the communit.

onal pers nonel soc
h per pupil, and *her

icharacterstics. The instruments to be used include a leadershiiidentification invent,ory for students, faculty, and administrators; abattery of geoup interaction inventories and a set of perceptual scales.Appropriate statistical tests for differences in performance on each ofthe instruments will be applied for each of the school tvpe:
KARL T. HEREFORD, Assotlate Professor of Project No. 918.

Education, Michigan State University, Duration : 1 vearEast Lansing, Micb. May 1.9ful---Arrii

The (Use of athMathematical P graming to Solve Certain Pr blems
tic School Transportation

Problem.The purpose of this project is to investigate the us_mathematical programing in solving the transportation problems ofpublic schools.

Major objective. The objective i determine whether r
programing can indicate with n limits the most economicalbus routes, the optimum sizes of school buses, and the location of dis-tribution points.

Procedueres.---An analysis will be made of existing research andmathematical programing related to transportation. A programingprocedure will be developed for a rural, an urban, and a rural-urbanschool system, with each system reflecting different transportationneeds. After the programing promdure has been establislie4:1, it willbe tried out in three additional school systems, and comparisons willbe made between suggested and existing routes and sizes of buses.
ROODOE A. Bozo, Anoelate Professor of Project No. 783.

Education, University of Mississippi, Duration : I year.
University, Miss. June 196C-May 1961.
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study explores the effects of a leelared institutional
orient at ton on the v dues of Rints.

Major ob jectives.- -The --bjectives art
not, 'athor
ua

1) to Cletemine whether or
mai% rsity experience producos conformity or individ-

1 -; 2) to investigate the effect of atholic education
on liberal =a it: ioritarian I)eliefs in st.-udent acid (3) to compare the
_evelopment of critic411 thinking in students attending a Catholic col-
lege with the development of critical thinking in students attending
non-Catholic institutions.

ProceduressBatteries of relevant tests given in the fall of 1959 to
1,000 undergraduate students in a Catholic college and to approxi-
mately 600 students from State colleges will be readministered in the
spring of 1961. The instruments inch* a test of authoritarian per-
sonality, a test of liberalism and conservatism in political viewpoint, a
test of critical thinking in ethics, and a questionnaire on educational
expextations. Data will be obtained also on achievement, demographic
diaracteristies, anti per and family background. The analysis
will describe differences in pre-- and post-test performances of subjects
and will compare performances of students from the Catholic institu-
tion with those from non-Catholic institutions.
JuLJAN F. S. FOSTLIk n t Professor

of Political Science, University of Santa
Clara, Santa Clara, Calif.

Project No. 729.
Duratics: 2 years.
August 1fX39-August 196151

81
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A Study of Esthetic Judgment

Problem.This study investigates the ability of college students to
recognize degrees of esthetic merit in objects of art and the direct,trainability of this skill.

Major objective.--The objective is to determine by experimentationsome of the factors which may be important in the development ofesthetic judgment.
Procedure8.The main study will use a serie of experiments, eachinvolving a relatively small number of people for an extended periodof time. A sample of male college students will be mbjected toseveral tests of esthetic judgment and sets of students equated onjudgment of art will be selected for further study. Each set will bedivided at random into various experimental groups, each group re-quired to respond with esthetiedpdgment to a large number of pairsof art objects presented on slides. Correct judgments will be con-firmed with varying frequency and under varying circumstances fordifferent groups of subjects. The judgment made by a subject oneach stimulus pair will be counted as right or wrong (by the criterion

of agreement with expert, judgment), and a number of such countswill be put together to yield a score for a subject's performance at eachstage of training. Differences in the average score for each experi-mental group will be studied as a function of differences in experi-
mental treatment. Individual differences in the scores (and in
changes in scores) will be correlated with other kinds of individual
differences. Questionnaires and interviews will be used to obtainfrom each subject relevant information about his background ofexperience with the arts and his conscious reactions to the training.
IRVIN L. CHILD, Professor of Psychology,

Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
Project No. 669.
Duration : 3 years.
September 1959-August 1962.

Measurement and Evaluation of Change in College Women

Problem.---This project analyzes personality change in college wo-men as measured by personality tests and interviews.
Major objective.--The objective is to determine those changeswhich have taken place in the personality development* attitudes,values, and opinions of an extensively tested sample of college women.
Procedures.--Six graduating senior classes- and six entering fresh-

men clam:3E360as well as two successive samples of juniors, sophomoresand second-semester freshmen at Vassar College have been given a
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battery of psychological tests and have been interviewed in depth.
The present research proposes to analyze these data in terms of per-
sonality chance occurring during the college years; characteristics of
special groups, such as those who have left college and those who have
visited the college psychiatrist; relationships between interview data
and such variables as faculty ratings, gradm choice of major, and post-
college plans; and the effects of interviewing on the members of the
sample.
MERVIN B. FREEDMAN, Coordinator, Mellon Project No. 736.

Foundation, Vassar College, Poughkeep- Duration: 2 years.
Me, N.Y. July 1M9--June 1961.

Why Successful Students of the Natural Sciences
Abandon Careers in Science

Problem.This study seeks to discover any common experiences,
perceptions, and expectations of science which characterize those who
abandon science clreers.

Major objeetive.The objective is tb determine to what extent stu-
dents who abandoned careers in science did so (1) because they felt
there were limitations on their use of subjective perception and on
their freedom of inquiry (2) because they expected greater external
rewards, or (3) because they expected science to be more directly con-
cerned with human welfare.

Procedure8.A type of card sort will be given to an experimental
group of 75 college seniors and recent graduates who have changed
their field of specialization from the natural sciences or engineering
to the humanities or social sciences. The card sort will also be given
to a control group of 46 highly successful senior science and engineer-
ing majors who are continuing their training in science. The sample
will be drawn from Brooklyn College, Ohio State University, and
Stanford University. Each subject will be asked to sort a set of
32 cards, each of which bears a statement that he is to consider
advice he might wish to give a younger student who was seriously con-
sidering becoming a scientist. After the card sort each subject will be
asked in an interview to discuss the reasons for selecting each of the
four cards which he places ,at the positive and negative ends of the
distribution. He will be asked also to indicate the card bearing the
best advice and the one bearing the most misleading advice, and
his reasons for selecting them. Finally, he will be asked to identify
any other pertinent issues not represented by any of the cards. Data
on the subject's grade average, the occupational status of his father,
and his former and present major will be gathered. The card choices
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of the subjects will be examined to identify individuals with a similarpoint of view (e.g., those who regard a scientific career as providingan inadequate financial reward).. These choices will be subjected todependency factor analysis for evidence as to whether the expectedcombinations of card choices are the basis for the relationships thatproduce the clusters. Interviews will be used to establish whether thesubjects have understood the cards chosen in a way consistent with theinvestigator's interpretations of their choices, and to test, and expandthe implications of the card-choice patterns.
EDGAR PRIEDENREROkssistant Professor of Project No. 787.Education, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, Duration : 1 year, 6 months.N.Y. Jan'iary 1960-June 1961.

Personality Correlates of Academic Adjustment

ProblemThis study attempts to identify the nonintellective fac-tors related to overachievement, and underachievement in groups ofhigh- and low-ability college students.
Major objective.The objective is to ascertain the extent to whichhigh-ability underachievers differ from lo-ability overachievers intheir typical modes of adjustment to the academic environment and intheir general adjustment level.
Procedures.Data on freshmen who entered the State Universityof Iowa in the fall of 1959 are already available from an entranceexamination which will be used as the measure of general scholasticaptitude, from grade-point averages to be computid from grades ob-tained at the end of the first semester and at the end of the year, andfrom the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) .In addition to the experimental groups of high-ability underachieversand low-ability overachievbrs, groups of low, average, and high abilitywill be used to control for differences in ability and the possible non-linear relationships between personality ana achievement. Compari-sons will be made between the various experimental and controlgroups for differences in profile elevation and shape on the MMPI.F-tests will be used to test, for the significance of differences inpsychometric patterns among various groups. If the F-tests aresignificant, individual tests will be made to identify personality con-,figurations unique to the underachievers and overachievers. Replica-tions are planned at other institutions that administer the MMPI on alarge-scale basis.

LEONARD D. Goopsfram, Director, Uni-. Protect No. 805.versify Counseling Service, JOHN Oaa Duration : 2-years.Carr= and ALM= B. HnLaaux, Assist- January 1960-December 1961.ant Professors of Psychology, State Uni-
versity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
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The Psychological Impact of the Public 2-Year College
on Certain Nonintellectual Functions
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Problem.This project attempts to determine, through a longi-
tudinal study, whether there are changes in the ideology, personality
traits, and values of college students associated with attehdance in a
2-year public junior college.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to determine whether or
not subjects who have experienced two years of public junior college
education differ significantly in ideology, personality, or values from
comparable subjects who have not completed junior college, and (2)
to assess the influence of different, sizes and types of public junior
colleges on the ideology, personality, and values of students who at-
tend these institutions.

Procedures.The sample will consist of all full-time freshmen
(about 6,000) entering six public junior colleges in California during
the fall of 1960. The sample will be divided into at least three groups
based upon the number of semesters of college work the subjects
complete. Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale, a modification of Crough's
California Psychological Inventory, and Allportc- Vernon, and
Lindzey's Study of Valucks will be administered in the fall of 1960 and
again in the spring of 1962. Data will be obtained by mail from
those- students who have dropped out during this period of time.
Tests of the significance of the differences of the means of various
groups and correlations will be employed in the analysis of the data.
CHARLES W. Tirizoitp, Professor of Psy- Project No. 914.

chology and WALTER T. PLANT, Associate Duration : 2 years, 10 months.
Professor of Psychology, San Jose State April 1960-January 1963.
College, San Jose, Calif.

Patterns of Development in Thought and Values of
Students in a Liberal Arts College

Problem.This study traces the development in thought and values
which occurs in students during four years in a liberal arts college.

Major objectives.---The objectives are (1) to test the degree to which
developmental schema, derived from annual interviews with studeilts
regarding their educational progress, are reliably observable by others
studying the records of these interviews; (2) to identify the major
cues used by judges in assessing student development; and (3) to as-
certain whether or not equally reliable judgments can be made with
condensed reports containing major cues.
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Procedures.In 1954 and 1955 a scale called a Checklist of Educa-
tional Views (CLEV) was administered to a group of Harvard and
Radcliffe freshmen in October and May. This test is designed to
discriminate between dualistic thought-value (associated with either
adherence to or . opposition to authority) and contingent thought-
value (associated with inquiry into circumstance and consciousness of
ambiguity) in connection with educational issues. Thirty-one stu-
dents, chosen for their scores on this measure, were asked to volunteer
foet interviews in the spring of each of their four years to report on
their college experience. These interviews revealed that students
who scored differently on CLEV on entrance into college and who
exhibited- different degrees of change on the retest, reflected these
differences in the reports they gave of their college experiences. Pro-
tocols of the recorded interviews yielded developmental schema reveal-
ing the different responses that students made to aspects of liberal
education which require inquiry into contingencies and tolerance of
the ambiguities inherent in man's efforts to understand himself and
his world.

In the present study the reliability of the schema will be tested by
having judges place the protocols along the developmental schema.
Also, a second set of data will be obtained from a revised form of
CLEV to select an additional 80 volunteers who will be interviewed
as they progress through college. The original schema will be tested
with this new sample. From both sets of data, condensed student
reports will be derived by controlled editing to illustrate a liberal
education in process.
WILLIAM G. PERRY; JR., Director, Bureau Project No. 978.

of Study Counsel, Harvard University, Duration : 4 years.
Cambridge, Maas. August 1960-July 1904.

Social Consequences of the Schools Project: Recruitment and
Values of Students at the University of Puerto Rico

Problem.This project studies the trends in the social compositionof the student body of the University of Puerto Rico since 1940.
Major objective8.The objectives are (1) to obtain descriptive dataon the trends in the social composition of the student body of the

University of Puerto Rico, (2) to determine the relationships among
social characteristics, types of secondary school background, and
academic achievement of the students at the university, (8) to studytrends in curriculum choice since 1940, and (4) to assess the effectsof the freshman-year experience at the University on values, attitudes,and occupational plans.
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Procectures.Data pertinent to the first three objectives will be
obtained in two ways. Information from the University's official
records for 1944-45,1952-53, and 1960-61 will be coded concerning the
social characteristics, high school training, high school performance,
university curriculum, and university performance for all members
of the entering classes of those years. If necessary, the data will be
supplemented with information from secondary school records. A
paper-and-pencil questionnaire yielding data on social characteristics,
high school performance, motives for going to the University, and
occupational aspirations of high school seniors will be administered.
To assess the effects of the freshman year on the values, attitudes, and
occupational plans of the students, 12 students representing (1) the
various colleges within the University, (2) high and low performers,
(3) boys and girls, and (4) differing socioeconomic backgrounds, will
be asked to keep diaries throughout the first semester of the 1960-61
school year. Each week, after having read the diaries, an interviewer
will interview each student in a nondirective way. A small number
of faculty members will also be interviewed. Finally, interviews will
be conducted with a sample of 200 students before they enter the
University as freshmen in 1960-1961 and again at the end of their
freshman year. The interviews will also be conducted with a control
group of 50 who are admitted to the University but who do not come.

MILLARD HANSEN', Director, Social Science Project No. 1018.
Research Center, University of Puerto Duration : 2 years.
Rico, Rio Piedras, P.R., and LEDA September 1960-September 1962.
SUSSMANN, Assistant Professor of Soci-
ology, Wellesley College, Wellesley,
Mass.

Cognitive Processes in Career Decision Making

Problem. This study identifies the cognitive processes involved in
career decision making and the long-term effects of these processes on
career development.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to identify strategies by
which an individual can overcome decision-making difficulty, (2) to
assess the short-term effects of different causes of indecision and of
different strategies on career development, and (3) to predict the long-
term effect of indecision and certain strategies on the stability of
occupational role acceptance, and (4) to test the validity of the
prediction.
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Procedures.Each of the objectives will be achieved by a separate
substudy. The first substudy will involve long' udinal case studies of
career decision-making in process; 10 male g dilate students and 10
male and 10 female undergraduate students 11 be interviewed and
tested for 2 hours every 4 weeks for 28 weeks. e tests will include
the Twenty-Statements Test of Self-Attitudes, a seiiiantic differential
test, the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values, the Ghiselli Self-
Description Inventory, and selected questionnaire items. This sub-
study is designed to identify objective behavioral indices of changes
in strategies and other important characteristics of career plans.

The second substudy is designed to test predictions in regard to the
short-term effects of different decision-making strategies. Each of
approximately 60 students who will enter the Graduate School of
Industrial Administration of the Carnegie Institute of Technology
in September 1960 and 60 more who will enter in September 1961
will complete a 12-page personal history questionnaire on the state
of his career thinking, his past development, his most likely future
course, and related items. The same subjects will be tested again at
the end of the year and t-tests of the significance crf changes will be
obtained.

In the third substudy, the Personal History Questionnaire given by
the author to approximately 300 men and women enrolled in the
Harvard Graduate School of education in 1954 and 1955 will be
readministered by mail. Scores on file for a large battery of person-
ality tests, vocational interest inventories, and aptitude tests will be
used to :supplement the questionnaire data. The statistical analysis
will be similar to that of the second substudy.
THOMAS L. HILTON, Assistant Professor

of Psychology, Carnegie Institute of
Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Project No. 1046.
Duration : 3 years, 1 month.
.1ugust 1!060 .1tigitst 196:3.

Comparison of Educational Achievement and Aspiratiots of
Undergraduate Married and Unmarried Students

Problem.This project compares the achievement and aspirations
of undergraduate married students with those of_undergraduato
unmarried students.

Major objectives.The objectiies are (1) to determine to what
extent married men and women undergraduate college students differ
from unmarried men and women undergraduate students in academic
achievement, stated attitudes toward their education and educational-
vocational goals, and associated sociopsychological variables, and (2)
to ascertain the expressed attitude of women and their husbands
toward the future education of both members of the married pair.
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Procedures.A random sample for the study will be drawn from
married undergraduate students who are not parents, marrigd under-
graduates who are parents, and unmarried undergraduates., The
sample will consist of 50 couples from the first two groups and 50 men
and women from the third group. A questionnaire will be designed
to obtain information on items such as educational goals, attitudes
toward education, time for and conditions of study, current financial
situation, reasons for deferring marriage or for marrying, recrea-
tional activities, socioeconomic level of family of origin, and bevel of
satisfaction with the current situation. Interviews will be conduqied
with about one-fifth of the sample, university records will be examined
for information on academic aptitude and achievement, and Stern's
Activities Index will provide a measure of personality. In the
analysis the various groups will be compared on the basis of the
indicated variables.
CATHERINE S. CH1LMAN, Assistant Profes Project No. 961.

sor of Family Relations and Child Duration : 2 years.
Development, Syracuse University, October 1960-September 1962,
Syracuse, N.Y.

Contributions by Parents to the Cost of Higher Education

ProblemThis project seeks to determine how far in advance
parents begin to plan for the education of their children and how they
raise the money.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to determine what propor-
tion of parents contribute to the expenses of the college education of
their children and the amount they contribute; and (2) to ascertain
how contributing parents budget and plan for the education of their
children.

Procedures.A probability sample of 2,500 families will be inter-
viewed in conjunction with a separate on-going research program and
will be asked a series of questions on education and the financing of
education. Over half of these families are expected to have children
under 18 years of age. To add to the sample a group of about 2,500
families with children in college will be obtained from another national
study. The interview schedule will include items designed to elicit
information on the amount parents contribute to the expenses of their
children while in college, funds accumulated prior to enrollment of the
student, funds acquired during the period of enrollment, and other
pertinent information from parents of enrolled college students
Parents of prospective college students will be asked questions con-
corning plans for financing their children's college education.
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Medians, means, and frequency distributions on the financial variables
and sample distributions on replies to other questions will be pre-
sented. Multiple regression techniques will be used to analyze expected
and actual college attendance.
JOHN B. LANSING, Program Director, In- Project No. 708.

stitute for Social Research, University Duration : 1 year, 4 months.
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. June 1110-November 1960.

INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND PROGRAMS

Factors Influencing the Recruitment and Training of Iniellectually
Talented Students in Higher Educational Programs

ProblemThis study seeks to determine what manipulatable incen-
tives are effective in motivatilig talented students to seek advanced
training and to learn what types of college environment are conducive
to scientific productivity and intellectual achievements.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to ascertain the propor-
tions of potential college students at given ability levels in the top
third of the high school seniors in the Nation and in each State whc
do not enter college; (0 to evaluate the effects of incentives such as
scholarships on the college attendance of these students; (3) to dis-
cover the attributes of the students who are most influenced by such
incentives; and (4) to determine the effects of different college en-
vironments in developing exceptional intellectual talent and in
influencing students to enter graduate study.

Procedures.A 10-percent random sample (30,390 students) will
be selected from those students who scored at or above the 66th per-
centile on the National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test. State
subsamples will be proportionate to the estimated number of high
school seniors in each State. The research will be conducted in three
stages : (1) College attendees and dropouts will be compared with re-
spect, to vocational and educational aspirations, cultural atmosphere
of the home, encouragement received from family and counselors, high
school preparation, aptitudes, and other personal characteristics; (2)
the effects of loans and scholarships and of public recognition one en-
rollment in college, choice of college, field of study, and continued
attendance in college will be determined by comparing students who
received loans and scholarships with those who did not; (3) scales
will be constructed for assessing college environments and for defining
variables of potential value in stimulating student achievement.
DONALD L. THIIITLETAINV AITE, Lecturer' in Project No. 657.

Psychology, Northwestern University, Duration : 2 years, 8 months.
Evanston, Ill. July 11:160-January 1962,
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Self-Directed Study: An Experiment in Higher Education
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ProblemThis study attempts to develop and evaluate methods of
university education in which the student is given greater than usual
responsibility for his own education.

Major objectives. ---The objectives are (1) to develop methods of
instruction that encourage and permit each student to accept greater
responsibility for his own education and (2) to determine whether the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes of college students can be modified in
a positive direction through participation in a program of self-
directed study.

Proceduree.---Sections of 14 courses in 8 departments have been
randomly assigned to either experimental or control group status in
an ongoing experiment of self-directed study initiated under other
support. In addition, five other courses have been taught with only
the self-directed study approach, since control group situations were
not feasible. In this earlier phase of the research, generality of
knowledge, stream of thought in the classroom, curiosity, the student's
hierarchy of educational values, and student cultural and intellectual
behavior have been measured by various methods and the data coded
and recorded. During the present phase of the research these data
will be analyzed for central tendencies and outstanding performances
by individuals. The effects of motivational and personality variables
will be examined by correlational techniques.
HowAID E. GRUBER, Associate Professor of Project No. 761.

Psychology, University of Colorado, Duration : 1 year.
Boulder, Colo. September 1959-February 1961.

Characteristics of Effective College Teaching

Problem.---This study attempts to determine the relationships
among a teacher's characteristics, his teaching techniques, mild his
effectiveness with various types of student&

Major objectives.--The objectives are (1) to devise an instrument
to evaluate student achievement in an undergraduate course in psy-
chology and (2) to use the instrument to measure differential out-
comes of the course as a function of the interactions among method,
teacher personality, and student personality.

Procedures.---Sixteen objectives of an undergraduate general psy-
chology course, confirmed as important by a survey of psychology in-
structors throughout the country, will be used to develop an

592642-01-4
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instrument to measure student achievement.. Data are available from
a previous investigation on the teaching methods used by 30 instruc-
tors and the achievement motivation, affiliation mothation, and anxie-
ty of students. In addition, personality measures will be administered
to teachers and students, and observations will 1)t made of student. and
teacher responses in the classroom.
WILBERT J. McKEAcrint, Associate Pro- Project No. S50.

lessor of PsycholNy, University of Duration : 3 years, 5 months.
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. January 1960-June 1963.

An Experiment in the Coordination of Teaching and Library Staff
for Changing Strident Use of Library Resources

Problems.This study assesses the effectiveness of a new social
structure designed to coordinate the iwork of the faculty, students, and
librarians in encouraging students to make greater use of the re-
sources of the library.

Malor objectives.The objectives are (1) to appraise a structure
established to attain faculty, student, and librarian coordination ; and
(2) to explore new methods of relating the library to the instructional
program.

Procedure8.This project will be concerned with the work relatedto library aspects of all three segments of a 3-semester course in social
sciences and theilast two segments of a 4-semester course in the natural
sciences. During the first semester the project staff will work with
14 members of the social science faculty and approximately 700
students enrolled in the social science course. In the second semesterthe natural science faculty and over 200 students from the natural
science course will be added. A coordinator and a librarian will
cooperate with the faculty in deciding upon materials to be used and
in devising appropriate methods to provide them; graduate assistants
will provide a number of bibliographic service& Data of three
types will be obtained : (1) Group-observation techniques and inter-
views will be used to describe the relationship between the library staff
and the teaching faculty, the contributions of librarians to curriculum
planning, the acceptance of these contributions by the faculty, and the
extent to which they were implemented in instruction ; (2) the assist-
ants preparing bibliographical material will be asked to note the
kinds of materials the faculty were interested in, the kinds of materials
they actually used, how and when they decided what to use, and what
kinds of library services they used ; (3) through observations and
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interviews, data will be gathered on the students' experiences in the
library.
PATRICIA B. K NAPP, Library Consultant, Project Nu. 874. 4.

Monteith College, Wayne State Univer- Duration 2 years, 3 months.
city, Detroit, Mich. April 1960June 1962.

Higher Education of Southuestern Indians
With Reference to Success and Failure

Problem.This study explores the factors related to the success 'or
failure in higher education of Indians in the Southwest.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to asseg the current status
of the Indians in higher education institutions; (2) to determine what
institutions of higher education in the Southwest are doing in special
programs for Indian education, what they planto do, and what they
believe should be done; (3) to determine what various Indian tribes
are doing in the area of Indian education, what they plan to do, and
what they believe should be done; (4) . to ascertain what specifiit
factors should be considered in awarding scholarships to Indian
students; and (5) to explore the reasons for withdrawal of Indian
students from college.

Procedures.The status of Indians in institutions of higher edu-
cation in the Southwest will be ascertained from information already
collected by various government agencies, Indian tril*s, and others;
interviews; and questionnaires from approximately 43 institutions of
higher education in Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah.
Insofar as possible, information on the length of time in college,
achievement in college, high school achievement., type of high school
attended, future plans, and data from standardized test scores will be
obtained for each of the 500 Indian students enrolled in these institu-
tions. Interviews will be conducted with a random sample of approx-
imately 100 students to obtain more detailed information on their back-
ground and adjustment to college. Key persons in each tribe and
college will be contacted to determine what special higher education
programs are offered and should be offered for Indians. Indians who
were enrolled from 1958 to 1961 and who have left school will be
contacted to find out their reasons for withdrawal. The methods
used to awaikl scholarships to Indians will be cataloged and inter-
preted in the light of factors which this study indicates are reliable
predictors of academic success for Indians.
G. D. MoGasorn, Dean, College of Educa- Project No. 938.

tion, Arizona State University, Tempe, Duration : 2 years.
Ariz. September 1960-September 1962.
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The Influence of Academic and Student Subcultures
in College and University Environments

Problem.This study explore the press or influence of certain
academic and student subcultures in supporting or not supporting the
purposes of the institution and the needs of the students.

Major objective.The objective is to determine to what extent Cie
educational impact of a complex university varies with the proportionof its students who identify with academic and student subcultures
that are congruent with or in conflict with the various educational
objectives of the university.

ProcedurmA total of 1,000 to 1,200 students from two or more
large heterogeneous universities, two small and presumably homo-
geneous colleges, and two or more institutions representing other
points along the homogeneity-heterogencity continuum will be chosen
for this study. They will be selected from various academic subcul-
tures (engineering, humanities, social science) and from student
subcultures (athletics, publications, fraternities, and sororities), and
they will be given the College Characteristics Index (CCI )i as a meas-
ure of overall environmental prms, and the College Characteristics
Analysis (CCA) as a measure of subcultural press. A college satis-
faction questionnaire will be administered to obtain a self-estimate of
progress toward various educational objectives, a measure of the range
and intensity of involvement in various extracurricular activities, and
various items of background information. College records will pro-ide scholastic-aptitude test scores, cumulative grade-point averages,and measures of personality characteristics. Similar and contrasting
groups of students, of colleges, and of subcultures within colleges will
be idintified on the basis of personality scores for students and en-
vironmental press scores for the colleen. Group comparisons will be
made to relate the characteristics of students to the characteristics of
environments and subcultures and to relate both of these (includin
the congruence or disagreement between them) to the various criterion
indices of grades, satisfaction with college, and sense of progress
toward various objectives.
Roma PAM, Chairman, Psychology De- Project No. 1083.

partment, Syracuse University, Syra- Duration : 2 years, 9 months.cuse, N.Y. October 1960-June 1963.
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Occupational Choice. and Mobility in the Urbanizing
Piedmont of North Carolina

ProblemThis study attempts to formulate and tett hypotheses
regarding the social and cultural factors which influence occupational
decisions and career pattenis.

Major objectives.The. objectives are (1) to explore the orienta-
tions of individuals toward groups which influence them, groups with
which they would like to be identified, and groups whose approval
-they desire; (2) to determine the value orientations of these individ-
uals; (3) to assess the relationship between these value and
group orientations find occupational mobi10.

Procedures.--To North Carolina communities will be studied.
Within each, block samples of adult white male workers will be drawn
and subjects will be interviewed to elicit informatior on reference-
group and value orientations, work histories (career mobility) of the
older adults, and occupational choice processes (intergenerational
career mobility) of the younger adults. In addition, similar meas-
ures will be used with white male high school students in two North
Carolina communities and the data related to the occupational mobil-
ity of the respondents. Contingency tables will show association
between variables such as upward mobility and degree of instrumen-
talism in value orientation.
RICHAILD L. SIMPSON, Assistant Professor Project No. 722.

of Sociology, University of North Caro- Duration : 1 year.
lina, Chapel Hill, N.C. August 1959-August 1960.

Development and Analysis of Experimental Designs for Ratings

Problem.Phis study proposes (1) to analyze for ratee bias a
4-dimensional matrix where each rater rates each ratee more than

95
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once on each trait and (2) to devise appropriate experimental designs
for various situations where it is impracticable for every rater to
rate every rates on every trait.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to determine the various
sources of bias in the ratee-rater trait repetition situation, (2) to
evaluate numerically each source of bias, (3) to determine which
designs remove or minimize the bias either experimentally or
statistically.

Procedures.The first step will be to write each of the eight mean
squares involving ratees in terms of the mean within-column variance
and seven covariances; thus the mean within-column variance and
each of the seven covariances will be expressed as a linear function
of the eight mean squares involving ratees. The same procedure will
be followed for the mean squares involving raters. From these first
steps the nature of various biases and the experimental and statistical
techniques needed to minimize them will be deduced. Finally an
actual study will be conducted employing the techniques *hich have
been deduced, and the ratings obtained will be compared with the
results from other procedures, such as paired comparisons, complete
triads, and rankings.
JULIAN C. STANLEY, PrOfeS8r of Educa- Project No. 789.

t ion. University of Wisconsin, Madison, Duration : I year, 5 months.
W is. February 1960-June 1N1.

Parents' Education and Income and the
Education of Their Children

Problem.This study attempts to determine the extent to which
families with low incomes 1,--4Arpetuate their status in the inadequate
education of their children.

Major objectives.--The objectives are (1) to ascertain whether
low levels of education and income perpetuate themselves from gen-
eration to generation, and (2) to determine the extent to which the
present educational system is failing to provide for the children of
low-income families.

Procedures.A representative sample will be drawn from dwelling
units in the United States, and interviews will be conducted with
the head of each spending unit in the dwelling. This will rwult in
a sample of 3,000 interviews, about 600 of which will be from low-
income families. During the interview, data will be collected on the
past history of the individual, including his education, his background
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during childhood, his recent experience in the labor market, his atti-
tudes toward higher education, and his plans for the education of his
children. Sinc4 the data will be collected as part of a larger study,
an analysis of relationships among education, employment history,
and motivation will be possible and should discloseif It existsthe
low-education, low-income syndrome and the reasons for its persistence
from generation to generation.
JAMES N. Monamq, Program Director,

Survey Research Center,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Project No. 812.
Duration : 1 year, 6 months.
March 1964-August 1961.

Mass Communication and Popular Conceptions of Education:
A Cross-Cultural Study

Problem.This study investigates the contributions of mass-pro-
duced information and entertainment to the development of public
images of education in (1) the United States, (2) a Western Euro-
pean country, and (3) an Eastern European country.

Major objective8.The objectives are (1) to discover what per-
trayals of teachers and teaching each national system of communica-
tion makes available for mass consumption, and (2) to determine
what forces, pressures, controls, and professional relationships affect
these portrayals.

Procedures.--Cross -media trend data, will be gathered from refer-
ence guides and indexes, trade association and industry records.
Content data will be obtained through a short period of rather com-
plete monitoring and a longer period of selective monitoring of
programs. A review will be made of motion picture scripts, the films
themselves, and mass-circulation periodicals distributed in a given
period through wholesale distribution. Publicity materials will also
be analyzed. A field study will be made of decision-making processes
that shape relevant content. Interviews will be conducted with execu-
tives, editors, producers, writers, educators, and representatives of
professional associations, and data on the decision-making process
will also be obtained from trade, professional, and government
records.

thcosoz GEMBNER, Research Associate Pro- Project No 876.
lessor, Institute of Communications Be- Duration : 2 years, 1 month.
search, University of Illinois, Urbana, May 1960-June 1962.
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'Alaskan Native High School Dropouts

ProblemThis study investigates a problem which was uncovered
in an earlier project, entitled A Program. of Education for Alaskan
Natives : the high percentage (in some schools over 50%) of native
dropouts.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to attempt to discover
reasons for the large proportion of native students who terminate their
education prior to graduation and (2) to determine what schools can
do to increase their holding power for native pupils.

Procedures.The study will draw its sample from approximately
10 high schools in Alaska which enroll 50 percent or more native stu-
dents; high schools in which native students are in a minority may be
considered for comparative purposes. A large percentage of all drop-
outs in the last 10 years for whom records are available will be sent
questionnaires. A purposive sample of 100 students representing the
three ethnic groups and several geographical areas will be selected for
interviews. Approximately 100 parents of early school leavers will
be contacted to determine their attitudes toward school and possible
reasons for the students' leaving. School officials will also be inter-
viewed.
CHARLES RAT, Chairman, Division of Edu- Project No. 878.

cation, University of Alaska, College, Duration : 2 years.
Alaska. September 1960-August 1962.

Response Patterns Associated With Group Counseling

Problem.This study analyzes data collected in an earlier study
(project 623) to determine the extent to which certain factors influence
interpersonal behavior and growth of clients in groups.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to determine to what ex-
tent client growth is related to the topics discussed in counseling
sessions and the persons who discuss them, and (2) to ascertain the
extent to which the composition of a group of prospective counselors
influences their interpersonal behavior in group counseling, and (3) to
explore ways in which changes in clients' behavior can be measured.

Procedures.In project 623 four groups of gifted underachieving
ninth graders and four groups of prospective counselors were provided
group counseling in separate groups. Tape recordings were made of
all of the counseling sessions; the counseling sessions for two of the
ninth grade groups were also kinescoped. These recordings and kine-
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scopes will supply the data for the current study. To attain the first
objective, the interaction of both the ninth graders and the prospective
counselors will be classified in terms of affect, referent, and topic, and
four psychologists not connected with the project will arrange pro-
tocols from a picture-story test in sequence, from pretests to followup
tests, for both the ninth graders and the prospective counselors. The
next step will be to determine whether or not chance could account for
their success in arranging the protocols, which represent a record of
client growth. To determine how members influence each other
within the counseling gioup, the interpersonal behavior of the pro-
spective counselors will be classified in the categories of approach,
attack, and withdrawal. Analysis of variance, chi-square, and razilr-
order correlations will be used in analyzing the data.
Maus M. OHUIRN, Professor of Education, Project Na 934.

and Fa= C. Paorr, Associate Professor Duration : 2 months.
of Education, University of Illinois, Ur- June 1960-August 1960.
banl, Ili.

Attitudes Toward Adult Education, by Social Class

ProblemThis study explores the range of attitudes associated
with participation and nonparticipation in adult education programs
by middle-clam and working-class groups.

Major objectives.The objectives are (1) to identify the segments
of the general population disposed to some kind of educational activ-
ity, (2) to determine what, if anything, keeps interested individuals
from participating, and (3) to asses the role that an educational
agency plays in determining the nature of its clientele.

Procedure..--Depth interviews will be conducted with middle-class
and working-class participants and nonparticipants of educational
or cultural activities to explore their attitudes toward these activities.
Ten interviews will also be c(inducted with educators of adults to ex-
plore their attitudes toward educational participation in general and
toward working-class participation in particular. Observations will
also be made of adult education programs that have been classified as
remedial, vocational, cultural, and general. Data from the depth in-
terviews and the observations will be used to construct separate inter-
viewing schedules for participants, nonparticipants, and adult educa-
tors. The schedules will be used to interview 200 participants of edu-
cational or cultural activities and 400 nonparticipants, middle and
working class groups being equally represented; 25 to 30 adult edu-
cators will also be interviewed. In addition, extensive interviews of
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participants and 20 nonparticipants will be obtained to aid in the
interpretation of the data gathered with the interview schedules. The

-interview data and observational material will be coded and analyzed
to achieve the stated objectives.
JACK LONDON, Associate Professor of Project No. 1017.

Adult Education, University of Califon Duration : 3 years.
nia, Berkeley, Calif. September 1960-August 1963.

Education as an Instrument of National Policy
in Selected Asian Nations

Problem.--This study explores the way in which education is usedby Asian nations as an instrument of national policy.
Major objectives.--The objectives are (1) to determine wholier

education is being viewed as an instrument of national policy in se-lected Asian nations, and (2) to ascertain how education contributes tothe accomplishment of national goals.
Procedures.From preliminary discussions with the educationalleaders of nations such as Japan, Free China, Hong Kong, Philip-pines, Vietnam, Malaya, Singapore, and Indonesia, four nationswill be selected for the sample. Outstanding scholars from the nationschosen will be invited to teach comparative education at Stanford

University and to assist in planning for the study. Using interviewsand analysis of formal papers, executive orders, speeches, and publi-cations, the investigator will determine the degree to which govern-ment officials and leaders in various aspects of national life are inagreement that education should be used as an instrument of nationalpolicy. The national goals of economic, social, and political growthwill be determined by an analysis of studies conducted by commissionsof the United Nations, by the International Cooperation Administra-tion, and by public and private bodies of the host nation. The educa-tional goals will be examined through curriculum publications, educa-tion journals, articles in the press, and classroom observations. The
organizational structure of the educational system and the history of
recent educational endeavors to reach national goals will be studiedin a similar way. The material will be analyzed to ascertain the rela-
tionships between national goals and educational purposes.
PAUL R. HANNA, Professor of Education,

Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.
Project No. 1032.
Duration : 2 years, 5 months.
August 1960-December 1962.
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Life-History Correlates of Age Change in Mental Abilities

101

Problem.This study explores the relationship between an individ-
ual's pattern of living and the retention of mental abilities with age.

A( ajor objective.The objective is to determine which experimental
life-history antecedents are significantly correlated with the better or
poorer retention of mental abilities with age.

Procedures.The sample for this study will consist of the largest
possible number of an original group of 127 males who were adminis-
tered the Army Alpha Examination as college freshmen during 1919
and retested during 1950. Each subject will be administered the Army
Alpha Examination (on a standard time and double-time basis), a
200- to 300item life history form, and a test of organicity, such as the
Clock Test or the Bender-Gestalt Test. The test of organicity will be
used to identify subjects who show a marktd pathology, and this
group will be analyzed separately. The allowance of a double-time
period will permit evaluation of the relative importance of speed and
power in any performance decrement observed. The chi-squared test
will be used to determine whether high and low criterion groups
(scores on the Army Alpha) differ significantly in response to selected
life-history items.
Wruittm A. OWENS, Professor of Psychol-

ogy, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

St

Project No. 1052.
Duration : 2 years.
September 1960-August 1962.
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